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2
3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Council's Committee on Budget and

Finance will come to order.
This morning present we have Mr. Carroll,

4

5

Mr. Kane, Ms. Johnson, Mr. Mateo r Mr. Molina,

6

Mr. Nishiki, Mr. Pontanilla and Ms. Tavares.

7

joining us from the Administration is the Budget

8

Director, Mr. Agsalog.

Also

9

ITEM NO.1:

FISCAL YEAR 2005 BUDGET (C.C. 03-265)

10
11
12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Members, we begin the journey of the Fiscal

Year 2005 budget review and deliberations.
For those of you that were present at the

13
14

Mayor's press conference yesterday, you heard the

15

Mayor give his comments of some of the highlights

16

that he felt was important to share.

17

He has made the budget more accessible to

18

members of the public and interested parties through

19

the use of CD-ROM as well as placing the proposal of

20

the Administration on our Web site, as I understand

21

it.

22

Members, normally as your Budget Chair I have

23

presented opening comments prior to the start of our

24

journey each year, sharing with you some of my

25

expectations, some of my directions; and this year I
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1

have chosen to withhold it from this start of the

2

journey.

3

have a better understanding of what is being

4

presented to us.

I am still working with staff to try and

We are all well aware r as just by numbers,

5
6

the budget has been increased quite a lot.

7

while the Mayor is confident that we have revenues

8

that can cover this requestr I would hope that you

9

would not take a short-term view on a long-term view

10

And

of how to sustain any increases in the future.
And unless we plan properlYr members r I have

11
12

no doubt that this County of Maui will be required

13

to raise taxes in the future.

14

mind r I will reserve further comment to share with

15

you once we get the initial overview completed where

16

I will be giving you more specific comments; but I

17

wish we would continue -- it is my hope we will

18

continue to go down the direction that we have set

19

forth.

20

SOr

keeping that in

While the Mayor has considered us at times

21

super-conservative r nonetheless r the County of Maui

22

currently enjoys its financial strength because of

23

our actions.

24

in the State of Hawaii in financial stabilitYr the

25

ability to pay for our services as well as our

We are the envy of the sister Counties
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1

ability to pay for services that other jurisdictions

2

should retain and be able to pay for their

3

responsibilities.

4

You are well aware of our community's needs.

5

We all represent our various districts.

6

hope that while we look at our individual district

7

requirements, we still keep in mind what the total

8

County needs are and that we don't get so narrow in

9

view and scope that we do not take into account also

10
11

And so, I

the greater need of the greater community.
Okay.

I've shared with you some of my

12

earlier comments of my concerns which we, by no

13

choice of ours, have little control over, the

14

retirement system, members, the ability to, again,

15

fund collective bargaining agreements that we

16

participate while we have -- I would say, as one

17

professor that we've met from,

18

much control as riding a bronc'ing bonco [sic] to be

19

able to control those costs.

20

I believe, Auburn, as

But one cost that continually upsets me, and

21

I share with you annually, that I am hoping the

22

State will try and get a grasp on is the

23

double-digit increases annually in Health Fund

24

benefits for all employees within the State.

25

You've heard Kaiser asking for 14 percent.
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The Insurance Commissioner is willing to go down to

2

11 percent.

3

favor.

4

My God,

it's like he's doing us a

I could see it if it was a one-year thing
spread out through a term, but

5

over -- spread out

6

we are facing double-digit increases in Health Fund

7

every year.

8

provide proper health care for our people, our

9

employees.

I am wondering what it takes to help

I hope it is a concern of yours because

10

i t will impact the budget because we must plan

11

accordingly.

12

So, please take a look, members, as we go

13

through.

14

forward to consider capital improvement projects, be

15

aware of our current obligations.

16

Please be aware of our debt.

As we move

I have just signed a report because the

17

County of Maui,

18

been very,

19

aware to continue to look for abilities to refinance

20

debt obligations in the past where we can save

21

money.

22

through our Finance Director, has

I would say, astute; and he's being very

And he's currently proposing to refinance

23

some of that obligations at a high percentage rate

24

to try and capture some savings at the lower rates.

25

And I am hoping that he can accomplish that and save
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1

the County over that term of those notes in excess

2

of a million and one -- point one million dollars.

3

So, those are the things that I ask you to

4

take into consideration as well as keep in mind what

5

is the current County's obligation?

6

numbers, members,

7

signed off on behalf of the Council is $256 million

8

that we owe currently.

And in round

from what I've authorized and

So, again, let us be fair with the cash as

9

10

well as what you intend to borrow to pay to improve

11

the County of Maui's services and programs and

12

facilities for a betterment of our people.

13

I will stop there and ask the members if they

14

have any questions at this time.

15

will now -- again, at the part of the meeting to ask

16

our staff, do we have anyone requesting testimony?

17

Seeing none, the Chair will continue to leave

18

testimony available for another 20 minutes in which

19

time it is the Chair's intention to close that

20

portion of the day's meeting.

Seeing none, I

21

I would like to now introduce Mr. Agsalog,

22

Director of budget for the County of Maui and ask

23

for his opening comments.

24
25

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

Committee.

Here we go again for the long journey to
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put our budget together.
And presented to you yesterday is a starting

2
3

point as a proposal from the Administration which we

4

think on the part of the Administration (inaudible).

5

We'll be able to pay all our mandated service and

6

those big items that we don't have any control of.
Like you have mentioned, Mr. Chairman, the

7

8

ERS has gone up to about 3 million from last year to

9

now to a total of 10 million.
This budget also address the collective

10
11

bargaining negotiation or the adverse arbitration

12

that's going on, and that's a big cost also for this

13

budget.

14

Although we have big increases in our

15

valuation of the real property tax,

16

alone sucked up everything that we have in -- in

17

putting this budget together.

18

those two item

Most of the increases that we have went for

19

salaries and, of course, also for the positions that

20

we have asked for to get this -- to provide the

21

services that our community needs.

22

department that asked for personnel increases will

23

come and discuss it with you and ask you to help

24

them in their

25

department.

And every single

providing the services for their
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1

Also in this budget, Mr. Chair, there's

2

features that we have or -- an item that we put in

3

this budget is a 20 million SRF of -- for the

4

Wastewater and the Water Department.

5

that, Mr. Chair, was appropriated in Fiscal Year

6

2003.

7

The department now is asking to use it at this time.

8

So, it was included in this $20 million SRF in the

9

intergovernmental transfer.

10

7.3 million of

The project didn't go forward at that time.

I can go on, Mr. Chair; and I'll go on into

11

the Fiscal Year '05 estimate or you can ask question

12

at this time, if you have any questions with regards

13

to what you have.

14

I know you guys were busy last night.

15

don't know if you guys went through this particular

16

budget; but I can go over the overview and the

17

numbers we had on Page 2-1, if you want me to.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I

Members, any questions for Mr. Agsalog at

19

this time?

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, thank you.

I would

21

appreciate going through the revenues and the

22

Countywide expenditures that are on Page 2-2 and

23
24
25
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1

2
3

4

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Let's start with 2-2

in the Fiscal Year '05 estimate.
The first line, Mr. Chair, of Fiscal Year '05

5

6

budget estimate, under real property tax is

7

$129,919,800.

8

estimated effect of the homeowner exception that

9

this Council work on -- I think it was two weeks

This estimate already include the

10

ago.

11

that estimate.

12

So, we have factored $2 million as part of

Also,

the circuit breaker, it was -- 490 was

13

included in that also.

So, that's the net estimate

14

for this particular number.

15

net effect of this particular revenue projection.

16

On this public service company tax,

The 129,919,800 is the

17

Mr. Chair, currently, Mr. Chair, we are projecting

18

that we will make the 400 -- correction -- the 4

19

million estimated number as here this current budget

20

that we have.

21

average of our estimate that we're going to have

22

another 357 million out of the public service tax

23

correction -- 537,000 this coming fiscal year as our

24

estimate.

25

And we are -- we're thinking with the

On the interfund transfer, Mr. Chair, this is
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1

the first year that we netted some interfund

2

transfer on the overhead and fringe benefits.

3

Through the request of our Finance -- Finance

4

Department, we have accommodated that; and the net

5

number would be located at 7-2 in the Countywide

6

when you -- when we go to 7 -- correction -- 7-23

7

at -- in Countywide.

8
9

I will explain that later.

So, there's a difference between the proposed
this year and last year which is -- it looks like

10

it's lower this year just because of that netting of

11

those fringe benefits.

12

Bond revenue, Mr. Chair, those are lapsed

13

bonds and new bonds.

14

in the Wailuku community parking lot that the Mayor

15

or this Administration proposed, but it's a

16

condition that the partners can raise the moneys.

17

So, we -- it won't be in the bond ordinance, a

18

million dollars.

19

will be minus 1 million in the bond ordinance.

20

This year there is a project

So, that number that we have there

Current charges, Mr. Chair, those also will

21

be -- it's -- we could look at the individual funds

22

that generate 66,337,700 in the next page -- in the

23

Page 2-4 where it shows the charges for current

24

services.

25

million.

And it shows that sewer will have 24
Solid waste will have 9,423,000 and golf
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will have 905,700 and water will give us 31 million,

2

the total of 66 million, 'Mr. Chair.
On the Transient Accommodation Tax,

3

4

Mr. Chair, we're projecting this year -- this

5

current year we getting 17.3 million.

6

projection, and we carry that over for the

7

projection for Fiscal Year '05.
Carryover savings, Mr. Chair, is the same

8

9

That's our

thing.

The -- you can also look at Page 2-4.

It

10

tells you where that 16,607,795 came from; and it's

11

the (inaudible) funds.
The General Fund, Mr. Chair, will have

12
13

estimated $5,471,085 and -- up from last year.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. AGSALOG:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Agsalog
Yes, sir.
-- before you move on, this carryover

17

savings number, is this your adjusted number that

18

Council can work with?
The Administration has continually asked us

19
20

to dip into carryover savings this current fiscal

21

year to pay for or transfer funds for other

22

requirements.

23

all of the latest action that Council has approved

24

that has been requested by the Administration?

25

MR. AGSALOG:

Does this number take into account

That's -- that's right, Mr. Chair.
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1

supplemental adjustment to the current budget have

2

been adjusted to reflect those moneys that really

3

move from the carryover savings.

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I will ask staff to help verify that

comment on working with the Budget Director.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

10

Chair.

Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.
What was the carryover savings

dollar amount again?
MR. AGSALOG:

It's 16 million

the proposed one, .

11

Mr. Chair, is 16,607,795.

12

fund that we have which includes the Highway Funds

13

the Bike Funds -- Bikeway Funds, Sewer Fund, Solid

14

Waste Fund, the Golf Fund, Liquor, as well as the

15

Water Supply Fund, Mr. Chair.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

MR. AGSALOG:

18

Thank you.

And, again, the General Fund unrestricted

balance is -- that we estimated would be $5,471,085.

19
20

That's including every

Can I go on, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Just one second, yeah?

My -- you know,

21

and, again, I bring that up, members, because, you

22

know, we close the books as of June 30th which is

23

the end of the fiscal year.

24

allows so many days more to capture all of the last

25

entries and cost items; but we have made adjustments

Of course, accounting
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14

after June 30th.

2

And that is why my concern that the number

3

I ask staff to work with the Budget Director to

4

reverify that amount.

5

concern to your Chairman that the carryover number

6

needs to be in a safe level to fund unanticipated

7

situations which we have gone through recently.
We all remember a few years ago that because

8
9

It is of -- always of great

of that, we were able to respond, when no other

10

entity could respond, for our people.

11

share that comment with you.

12
13

Mr. Agsalog, I'm sorry.
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

So, I just

Please continue.
And I agree with you,

14

Mr. Chair, that we

15

the

16

budget office work with the Finance Director to

17

certify those money that we use for the

18

supplemental; but, yes, I will be more than happy to

19

work with staff.

20

relationship with your staff, Mr. Chair.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. AGSALOG:

if we can verify the numbers,

I can tell you that I -- our office and the

We have been having a good working

Thank you.
On the next item which is the licenser

23

permit and others, Mr. Chair, that's includes the

24

that's includes the interest of our money.

25

has not been making big interest.

SOl
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is going down, Mr. Chair.

2

coming fiscal year, Mr. Chair.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. AGSALOG:

So, it's 17,773,278 this

Thank you.
Franchise and fuel taxes, Mr. Chair, with

5

the increase that we had last year, we have

6

generated quite a bit of money there.

7

we're projecting 8 million -- 18,467,000 coming

8

year.

9

And I

Special assessment, Mr. Chair, this includes

10

a special assessment also.

11

water -- correction -- these are the -- you know,

12

parks assessments and all that, Mr. Chair.

13

is just an estimate of 10,506,000.

14

some of those park assessment at this moment and

15

same as the Water Department.

16

special assessments as we use them, Mr. Chair.

17

I believe, the water --

And this

We are using

We recognize this

The last item in that revenue, Mr. Chair, is

18

other intergovernmental transfer; and that's account

19

for the 20,666,000 for the two F -- correction --

20

three SRF.

21

and 6 wastewater; and the other one is the Wailuku

22

force main, 7.3 million which was appropriated in

23

Fiscal Year 2003.

24

department want to go forward.

25

One is a 3.3 million SRF for Lahaina 5

It didn't go forward! and now the

10 million of that 20 million, Mr. Chair, is
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1

for the Water Department for the Ulupalakua

2

waterline as well as a clear water tank up in

3

Upcountry.
So, that's the revenue, Mr. Chair.

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members,

I will ask the

6

Budget Director to stop at this point to ask if you

7

have questions in the areas of revenue.
I see Mr. Okumura is here from Real Property

8

9
10

Tax Division of the Department of Finance, and I
will allow you to also ask him questions.
We have Mr. Ty Yoshimi, also one of our

11
12

senior people from the Department of Finance, if you

13

have questions for Mr. Yoshimi.

14

The real property, members, if you have

15

concerns about valuations, the program with the

16

mapping and the additional revenues that that may

17

have generated,

18

condo category, Mr. Okumura is here available for

19

comment.

20

for variations in the apartment and

Before questions, Mr. Okumura, do you have

21

any words or comments you would like to share with

22

the members at this time?

23
24
25

MR. OKUMURA:
here.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Basically I think the Director should be
Can I -- can I call him?
Okay.

Again, you can do so.
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1

asking for a recess?

2

members, do you have questions on the real property

3

at this time for Mr. Okumura?

4

Mr. Pontanilla?

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

If not, I would prefer that --

Thank you, Chair.

As far as

6

the real property tax, you know, we see an increase

7

of 14.4 percent; and what contributed to the

8

increase as far as the property tax revenues?

9

MR. OKUMURA:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. OKUMURA:

Overall
Sure.

Mr. Chair?
please respond.

Overall it's a -- the reassessment process,

12

also, though,

13

know, giving -- catching up with is adding to that

14

and also the condominium survey which we -- is just

15

completed has added to that figure,

16

we -- we assess land -- all lands we -- and

17

buildings, yeah?

18
19
20

that mapping backlog which we're, you

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

too.

Every year

So, as far as a backlog, where

are we at right now?
MR. OKUMURA:

We're about approximately 90 -- 98 percent

21

complete with the backlog; and it has shown that we

22

have been -- you know, it generated revenue.

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares, questions at this time?
Yeah, I heard 98 percent complete
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and it's generated revenues.

2

number?

What has that

3

MR. OKUMURA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

6

~-

Do you have that

that area generated?

Approximately 1.3 mil -- $1.1 million.
And when do you expect to be 100

percent complete on this?
MR. OKUMURA:

we're shooting for this 2004

Probably

7

assessment period.

8

at this moment we're still inputting values up to

9

March -- end of March.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. OKUMURA:

We -- we're going to -- we're

Uh-huh.

And although we sent out our

our

12

assessment notices, which you should be receiving,

13

we are in a reprint process.

14

we are

15

receive your assessment notice, we will send you an

16

amended notice.

17

to the Council that's wherein by law we can't change

18

and that's where we would -- that would be the solid

19

figure.

20

adding values to our assessment roll.

21
22

And what happens is if

if it's this change in value, after you

And the -- actually it's certified

But for now, we're still at this moment

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, is Honolulu still helping with

the mapping?
Oh , yes, they're doing all our mapping.

23

MR. OKUMURA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR. OKUMURA:

All of it?

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Because I know r Mr. Chair r

2

in the -- there's a Single Audit report that they

3

talked about in one of their recommendations that

4

you know r that they addressed this item; and

5

management had indicated that they anticipated over

6

95 percent of the mapping backlog to be brought up

7

to date by March 15th r which was yesterday.
SOr I'm pleased to hear that you're at 98

8
9

percent of the job; and congratulations on achieving

10

that in a relatively short period of time.

11

you.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

13

this time?

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank

Mr. Carroll r any questions at

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Ms. Johnson?

Is that really the -- I guess r you

15

know r the stuff that's before us; but in the past

16

we've gotten a report.

17

if it's contained within this r but how we had the

18

different categories and the revenues received from

19

each one of those categories kind of in a breakout

20

for -- there's condominiums and all the different

21

resources or sources of revenue that we get.

22

that going to be made available to us so that we can

23

kind of do an analysis and see where we received

24

actual revenues than what was projected to have been

25

received?

And I don't know if you --
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1

MR. OKUMURA:

We will provide that in our certified roll

2

when we certify to the Council, and that's part of

3

the -- that attachment.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

Mr. Molina.

Mr. Nishiki?

7

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Okay.

No.

I have a question for the Budget Director.

It's regarding the fuel tax, Budget Director.

10

It is my understanding that when Council did

11

take action and we did increase the fuel tax by 5

12

cents a year or so ago, we did adjust the revenue

13

amount by approximately $3 million.
In your budget proposal for this year, you

14
15

are showing approximately 2.4 -- $2-1/2 million

16

additional increase due to the 5 cents which is

17

above the Fiscal Year 2004 Budget number.

18

Can you help explain to this -- of course,

19

one explanation will be people are buying a lot more

20

gas is one -- I mean,

21

is that true?

22

an addition to what we had already budgeted in as

23

the increase when we enacted the consideration?

24
25

MR. AGSALOG:

that will be one logical; but

Can you explain to us why now there's

Thank you, Mr. Chair; and you're right.

think people are buying more gas.
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1

December 31st, 2003, Mr. Chair, we have received

2

6,560,851 on the fuel tax.

3

calculated that is a three-year averages from the

4

year before, running averages.

5

this year to get a little -- we projected this

6

current budget to get 10 million 837 million [sic]

7

on that as -- because of the -- what we already

8

receive.
Previous

9

And the way we

And we projected

previous (inaudible) year,

10

Mr. Chair, December 31st, we only received

11

$3,940,185 as of December.

12

receive, Mr. Chair, and the method that we had

13

adopted from the Finance Department to calculate our

14

projected revenue, we would be arriving to the

15

proposed budget

16

Mr. Chair.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So, gauging on what we

proposed budget estimate,

Have you tried to verify whether or not

18

this is a reporting and posting variation, a

19

one-time occurrence, or are you very sure that the

20

reporting is reliable enough to make that

21

assumption?

22

MR. AGSALOG:

We have -- before we put all this budget

23

estimate on our estimated document, Mr. Chair, we

24

sat down with Finance Department, which is Mr. Ty

25

Yoshimi; and we concur that we will be able to
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22

arrive to that number.

2

We know that there is effect on the 5 cents

3

increase; and I think that is a number -- it's verYr

4

very close to the number that that increase will

5

affect our

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you for your response.

figure with Mr. Agsalog.
Members r any other questions before I ask

9

10

Okay.

And, again r staff r please help verify the

7

8

our income revenuer Mr. Chair.

Mr. Agsalog to continue?

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Chair.

Hold on r please.
Okay.

I saw Ms. Johnson first.

Ms. Johnson?

This is in regard to the Transient

16

Accommodations Tax.

17

think it was 17.3 million for the fiscal -- for last

18

fiscal year r I remember a report coming out where we

19

were down r I thinkr through the month of November

20

almost $800 r OOO on that projection.

21

SOr

Because we were projecting -- I

I wanted to find out where we stood with

22

the TAT reporting through December and that, if the

23

trend was going to continue, that we were going to

24

be down because then I just was a little concerned

25

about using this same figure if we were down
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substantially.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Agsalog, can you respond to

Ms. Johnson's question?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Again, this

5

estimate -- the Fiscal Year '04, the current

6

budget -- the adopted budget was 16 million

7

propose -- proposed estimated for the one that we're

8

using now, Fiscal Year '04.
We are seeing the trend that we will get

9

10

about $17,300,000 for this current year.

11

that's according to the, again, adopted estimate

12

worksheet that we used with the Finance Department

13

that we will get that much money, Mr. Chair.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

That's

Ms. Johnson?
Okay.

So -- so, basically, what

16

you're saying is that this 17.3 would be realistic

17

number then to use, that we're not really down;

18

we're actually doing a little bit better?

19

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, that -- that is correct.

I think

20

that 17.3 at this time is a conservative estimate

21

for the coming fiscal year because we will achieve

22

that this current fiscal year.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you.

I did see

Mr. Pontanilla.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank your Chair.

I'm looking

2

at the license! permit and other.

The Fiscal

3

Year '04 estimate is projected at 18.86 milr and for

4

the year 2005 budget we're going to go down by

5

approximately a million dollars.
Can you explain the contributing fact --

6

7

factors in regards to the reduction in the -- this

8

category?

9

MR. AGSALOG:

/

Mr. Chair r the biggest contributing factor

10

that we took into account is a part of the interest

11

rate.

12

and we know we cannot generate that much money the

13

way the -- way we're putting our money right now.

14

And we have estimated for our interest rates to be

15

probably about 50 percent lower than last year.

16

that's why that estimate is lower than Fiscal Year

17

2004.

18

The interest rate is so low at the moment r

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

SOr

One more question r you

19

know r in regards to the fuel tax -- I don't know if

20

you know this; but in the past year r did we see any

21

increase in the number of vehicles on Maui?

22

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair r I'm not privy on that

23

information.

24

little bit more now on the road; but real numbers,

25

think we can get it from DMV if we need that

I think! yes, we do.
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numbers.

But just judging from previous years, yes,

2

I think we have more vehicles now; and the sales of

3

gasoline just say so.

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We can have

Thank you.
when Finance Department

6

comes before us, we can have the person in charge of

7

motor vehicle registration report back on that

8

question, Mr. Pontanilla.

9
10

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Staff, can you remind -- or inform

11

D -- Department of Finance of Mr. Pontanilla's

12

question regarding vehicle count as part of the way

13

to verify the fuel tax proposal -- consideration?

14

Any other questions at this time for -- under

15

revenues, members?

16

overview.

17
18

Again, this is just the

We will return.

Okay.

I can promise you that.

Mr. Agsalog, if you can, move on to

expenditures.

19
20

EXPENDITURES

21
22

MR. AGSALOG:

Okay.

Mr. Chair, on the expenditure part of

23

our proposed budget, as you see, it's 61,291,000;

24

and, again, those includes the 20 million also SRF.

25

So, that's what -- our proposed improvement.
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And on the 61

~illionr

Mr. Chair r againr I --

2

19 million is bond and lapsed bonds altogether and

3

minus 1 million for the bond authorization that we

4

are requesting.

5

The public safety which includes our police r

6

firer we are projecting 50 r 221 r 355 to run those

7

services that we have.

8
9

Solid waste and wastewater r Mr. Chair -that's our sanitation department -- is 37 r 325 r 877.

10

Mr. Chair r this year we are subsidizing r from

11

the General Fund r the sewer program to the tune of 1

12

million or so -- 1.2r I think.

13

The Countywide legal personnel r it's

14
15

Employee benefits r this is a big cost item to

16

us as we have already discussed in the past also.

17

It's 35 r 748 r 205 r and this accounts for our salary

18

adjustment for the bargaining unit.

19

The debt service r Mr. Chair r we are up to

20

projected 34 r 926 r 769 with the proposed bond that we

21

have on this project in this proposed budget as well

22

as the authorized in the Fiscal Year '04 bond money.

23

Parks and recreation r Mr. Chair r we proposing

24
25

20,095,665.
Highways, Mr. Chair r is 14 r 353,663.
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Social concern, Mr. Chair, these are all our

1

2

nonprofit organizations; and all that is

3

$14,097,080.

4

On the management, Mr. Chair, this includes

5

the Mayor's Office and our MIS manage -- Managing

6

Director's Office, MIS, GIS; and all that will be

7

about 10,574,473.
Planning and community development,

8
9

Mr. Chair, it's 8,431,843.

10

In the legislative branch, Mr. Chair, which

11

includes the Clerk's Office and the Office of

12

Council Services, it's 4,469,000.

13
14

Transportation, Mr. Chair, that will be
6,341,975.

15
16

Lastly, Mr. Chair, on the expenditure is the
Water Department which -- 31,149,302.

17
18
19
20

A total of -- total expenditures we are
proposing, Mr. Chair, is 347,517,470.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you, Budget Director.
Members, questions?

Let me start with

21

Mr. Molina, do you have any concerns over the sub

22

departments that your Committee oversees?

23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Agsalog, for transportation the projected
increase from 4 million to 6 million, can you just
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clarify with the Committee why?
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, just a quick overview; and I

3

think they can discuss it for you in details when

4

they come in as a department.
I know they are requesting two personnel

5

6

there for planning -- modeling, and they also have a

7

proposed matching funds into their request for the

8

federal money.

9

that they are trying to secure requires matching

10

My understanding is the Federal Fund

funds for buses.

11

Also, you know, included in that

12

Transportation Department, Mr. Chair, is a request

13

from our partner, the Maui Economic Opportunity, on

14

equipment for their buses.

15

about 200,000 to equip their communication.

16

I think it amounts to

And I'm sure that they will be able to get

17

you in details

18

right now of what the request was; but if you need

19

that details, I can go back and get the details and

20

get back to you, Mr. Chair.

21
22
23
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

more details that I can memorize

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Director.

Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo, questions at this

time?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No object -- no questions.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Kane?

No.

Mr. Carroll.

Ms. Tavares?

Yeah.

Mr. Chairman, if we're

5

going to go into the Countywide expenditures now,

6

maybe we should go to 7-22 that has the more details

7

there.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Before we do that, do you have

any -- Mr. Pontanilla, do you have any questions

10

first?

11

recommendation and move to Countywide.

12

And then I'll take Ms. Tavares'

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

You know, on the salary

13

adjustments -- I guess it comes under employee -- I

14

know we have bargaining units that are now

15

negotiating, which is the UPW and HGEA.

16

the increases, does it include the fire, police and

17

excluded management personnel?

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. AGSALOG:

As far as

Mr. Director?
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

This proposed budget,

20

Mr. Chair, the increases for the police and fire is

21

already included in their request of salaries in

22

their A account.

23

this budget is requesting under the Countywide, it's

24

only for the current negotiation that's going on.

25

So, in the salary adjustment that

I don't know if I can go so much into details
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1

as far as the current negotiation because, my

2

understanding, it's kind of confidential at the

3

moment; but we could bring maybe our J. D. --

4

Mr. J. D. Kim or Lance Hiromoto to -- Hiromoto from

5

Personnel to explain that part because I have a

6

number there but I cannot go into details at this

7

moment because my understanding, Mr. Chair, the

8

award will corne up -- corne out in -- next week, the

9

23rd.

And I don't know if it's appropriate for me

10

to go into details with those numbers, but we could

11

ask Corp. Counsel for that.

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Nishiki?
I'll ask it.

I know you're going to

15

cover it later on; but, Danny, you have -- this year

16

again have a real ambitious CIP program, 61,291,000.

17

I guess the question is:

18

last CIP, I mean, in regards to getting out the

19

projects and --

20

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair?

How did you fare in your

I think the CIP that this

21

Council adopted, I think the -- with exception of

22

the water, I think most of them are going forward

23

now.

24

CIP at the moment.

25

I -- I'm not privy of how far water with their

But I think the number that you see on the
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1

CIP, 61 million, we have to understand that 20

2

million of those are only four projects which is the

3

5 million for the' clear water tank in Ulupalakua,

4

5 million SRF for the Ulupalakua, the Kanaio line;

5

and that's water department, 7.3 for the Wailuku

6

force main.

7

and 3.3 million is from the Lahaina project for the

8

wastewater.

9

CIP also is for the closure of our central landfill

10

So! those --that's one project also;

5 million of that, Mr. Chair, on the

when we ready to close.
So, they are big-ticket item, Mr. Chair; and

11
12

I'm sure our department can move forward on this

13

project in getting this amount.

14

looking at the amount that we have, yes, it is very

15

ambitious if you're just looking at the amount

16

indicated there; but if we look at how they divided

17

right now as far as projects, there are not that

18

many.

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

Just because we

Water is combined this year.

That is correct.

Okay.

Okay.

Okay.

That's it.

I think I started with Mr. Molina.

Excuse me, members.

Just one quick

24

observation! Budget Director.

If you would look at

25

what you were sharing with us under expenditures,
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1

what obviously stands out is if you look on

2

Page 2 -- or, anyway, why is sewer being asked to

3

have a supplement consideration?

4

very well

5

transfer request.

6

under Countywide costs.

l

They were doing

and now you are looking at a 1.2 million
This is on Page 7-22, members,

You know, you have made great strides in

7
8

reducing the transfer requirements under solid

9

waste.

Golf is, of course, a pay -- pay-as-it-goes

10

program with no transfer request over the few

11

years -- past years we can -- as we can verify.
Now, we have sewer.

12

13

supplemental consideration.

14

this is so?

15

MR. AGSALOG:

It is asking for a
Are you aware of why

Part of it, Mr. Chair -- and I could see it

16

straight on my worksheet -- is the anticipated

17

salary adjustment.

18

say, about 25 percent of the supplemental.

That's part of it.

That's, I'd

Their projected revenue of 24 million,

19

20

Mr. Chair, and their carryover savings and special

21

assessment was not enough to cover the operation as

22

well as the projects that they wanted.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think the Committee will need to be

24

informed, staff, when was the last rate increase

25

approved?
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1
2

MR. AGSALOG:
year.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. AGSALOG:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6
7

Mr. Chair, we had some rate increase last

Last year, right?
Yes, Mr. Chair.
And, yet, we're still looking at a

supplemental transfer consideration?
MR. AGSALOG:

And that's -- that's right, Mr. Chair; and I

8

think it's something that maybe we need to look at

9

rate studies again.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

When Public Works does corne, I hope

11

you will inform them that they need to be very

12

prepared.

13

MR. AGSALOG:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I will, Mr. Chair.
Okay.

Members, if there's no objections, I

15

would like to, as suggested, move to Page 7-22, if

16

you have not already, under Countywide costs.
Mr. Agsalog, if you can give us your comments

17
18
19

regarding the numbers as proposed under Countywide.
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Again, this

20

estimation for the Countywide is again a single

21

operation with Finance Department; and if I can ask

22

Mr. Ty Yoshimi to join me here.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Yoshimi, if you would please join us on

24

the floor next to the Budget Director, we would

25

appreciate that.

Thank you.
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1

MR. AGSALOG:

First, Mr. Chair, is the ERS.

It's going

2

up; and it went up to over 3 million this year to

3

10,190,235.

4

that.

And there's nothing that we could do on

That's what -- our liability.

5

On the Social Security, Mr. Chair, it went up

6

about -- close to about half a million to 5,799,370.
Municipal and County pension, we work with

7
8

the Finance to give us some numbers with this to --

9

and the estimated is 25,000.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13
14
15
16

Mr. Chairman?

Yes, ma'am.
Could we have an explanation of

what that is?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director or Ty, if you can share your

comments with us, please.
MR. YOSHIMI:

These are the former employees that were

17

before the retirement system when we give them a

18

pension amount.

19

numbers; but they're dying off, yeah, because

20

they're kind of old.

21

on.

22

preretirement.

23
24
25

And it's like -- I forget the

And it's reducing as time goes

We have a few people still yet on this

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, we should see a -- a gradual

reduction in this particular area?
MR. YOSHIMI:

Yeah, slight reduction, yeah.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Because I see the actual in 2003

2

is 17,500 or so, and then we appropriated 30,000

3

this year.

4
5

MR. YOSHIMI:

So, why is there an increase like that?

If you notice for a -- Fiscal Year '05 it's

down to 25.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MR. YOSHIMI:

8

9

Uh-huh.

But it's just an estimate.

It's a

conservative estimate.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11

MR. AGSALOG:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

If you would continue, please.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Police, fire,

12

bandsmen pensions, we also estimated the same as

13

Fiscal Year '04 to 9,000.
And the employer shares for the Health Fund,

14
15

this is a big-cost item, again, Mr. Chair --

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

Chair.

Yes, ma'am?
If we could have some explanations

along the way instead of just reading down the list.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I mean, these police, fire and

22

bandsmen, I would assume, is the same situation as

23

the category above it, that this was prestate

24

retirement system arrangements for pensions, you

25

know, broken out by different categories.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:
2
3

Mr. Yoshimi or the Budget Director, if you

could share some comments, please.
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, it's my understanding it's very,

4

very similar to the pension above that according to

5

my discussion with our Chief Accountant.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. AGSALOG:

9

10

Thank you.

Please proceed.
Okay.

Mr. Chair, these employer share and

Health Fund, again, this is our part of the Health
Fund for our employees, 15,912,200.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Chair?

Yes, ma'am.
On this particular category, what

14

are you basing that number on?

15

notified by the Health Fund that this is going to be

16

our -- our share or are you basing it on trends or

17

percentages, number of employees or what goes in to

18

making up this number?

19
20

MR. YOSHIMI:

Have we been

The new Employee Union Trust Fund did

provide a projected --

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

MR. YOSHIMI:

Okay.

-- premium increase and, of course, there's

23

different plans and I kind of took like an average

24

increase for the different plans.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay"
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1

MR. YOSHIMI:

And usually we have a increase in

2

enrollment, too.

3

contributions increase substantially.

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If more people retire, our

Does this projected Health Fund

5

contribution include the new positions that the

6

Mayor has been -- has proposed through this budget?

7
8

9
10

MR. YOSHIMI:

Yeah, as I mentioned, I usually put a factor

for increases in enrollment so -COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
enrollment?

11

MR. YOSHIMI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. YOSHIMI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16
17

That's what you mean by

Yeah.
New employees?

Correct.
Okay.

Thank you.

Anyone else has a question on this specific

line, which is the employer's share of Health Fund?
I have just one question for either the

18

Director or Mr. Yoshimi.

My understanding of EUTF,

19

or the Employees' Union Trust Fund, was that it was

20

geared to help reduce the cost from the old plan;

21

and ironically I just see increases.

22

And I understand the factors that influence

23

it, more personnel, the amount of people retiring.

24

Do you have any comments you could share with us

25

whether or not -- the intention of why this trust
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1

fund is or is not accomplishing what it was set up

2

to do for government t particularly this County?

3

MR. YOSHIMI:

I guess the overall premium increases

4

like just a couple days ago there was mention of

5

HMSA showing a profit and t yett they gener --

6

requested a premium rate increase.

7

overall health care cost is increasing and,

8

likewise t the premium costs are increasing.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I understand your comment, Mr. Yoshimi

10

and -- that's okay.

11

of mine.

12
13

Okay.
MR. AGSALOG:

So, I guess,

It's obviously a concern and

Please proceed, Budget Director.

Thank you

t

Mr. Chair.

Our workers'

14

compensation actual Fiscal Year 2003 is 2,414,934,

15

and Fiscal Year '04 we budgeted 3 million.

16

believe that that amount would be able to cover us

17

for the Fiscal Year 2005, SOt estimated at 3

18

million, Mr. Chair.

19

And we

Unemployment insurance

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23

compensation cases.

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Pontanilla?

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah t question on the workmen

Proceed.
I was looking under the finance
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1

and the risk management area; and they projected a

2

decrease in the workmen compensation cases, I think,

3

from 300 to about 205.

4

keeping the same amount as far as workmen

5

compensation payouts.

6

neg -- a lower number because of the lower cases

7

that is projected in 2005?

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. AGSALOG:

And I'm wondering why we're

Shouldn't that reflect a

Budget Director, if you would, please.
Again, Mr. Chair, we looked at averages and

10

with

11

want to be able to cover those expenses should they

12

arise if -- I think some years we -- we settled more

13

cases than it is; and I think we need to cover it.

14

I'm looking at the actual, about 500-something

15

million -- correction -- 500-something thousand on

16

top of that, I think, it's a -- is a conservative

17

estimate.

18

working with Mr. Ty Yoshimi, we are -- we

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

One more question regards to

19

workmen compensation, do we know the actual number

20

of cases that are -- still need to be taken care of?

21

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, I do not have the current number

22

of cases at the moment; but I -- we will be able to

23

get that for you when the Risk Manager will come up

24

and I think they have all those numbers.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Thank you.
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Okay.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

specific area?

3

proceed.

4

MR. AGSALOG:

Anyone else has a question in this
Seeing none, if you would please

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The unemployment

5

insurance of 93, we just used the same estimate as

6

last year also, Mr. Chair, for the unemployment

7

insurance, 93,000.
The terminal pay, Mr. Chair, I think

8
9

10

Mr. Yoshimi will be able to explain that.

It's

estimated at 719,400.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. YOSHIMI:

Can you explain the -Yeah, it's based on average; and if you go

13

back couple years, was high in the prior year

14

because of the turnover in Administration.

15

the average we're going to be running about that

16

level in terminal payouts.

17
18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

But on

So, this 44 percent plus or minus

increase is an average over a period of time?

19

MR. YOSHIMI:

That is correct.

20

MR. AGSALOG:

And if my -- may add, Mr. Chair?

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. AGSALOG:

Please.
Fiscal Year '01 actual was 687,566.

Fiscal

23

Year '02 was 349,234.

24

Fiscal Year 2003.

25

I know we -- there were Directors that were taking

And Mr. Yoshimi addressed the

In the change of Administration!
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1

terminal pay when they lefti and I think that pick

2

us up to about over a million.

3

719,400, I think, is a good estimate for the Fiscal

4

Year 2005.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MR. AGSALOG:

Okay.
Okay.

Thank you.

So, yeah, that

please proceed.

Mr. Chair, on the debt service, the

7

following table underneath that first one, the

8

interest cost, we projected 13,826,697.

9

estimate, my understanding from Mr. Yoshimi is -- we

10

have accounted for the current loan from the General

11

Fund that we need to float and whatever the amount

12

that we have for Fiscal Year 2004 Budget.

This

The bond redemption, Mr. Chair, which is the

13
14

principal of the -- our bond, is 20,874,872i and

15

it's very similar.

16

instead of interest.

17

2004 allocation -- or authorization, Mr. Chair.

We're just paying principal
Again, it accounted for the

Additional bond interest, we put that very

18
19

similar from last year.

20

Year 2003 we have spent about 16,351 for Fiscal Year

21

2003.

22

Currently, I think, Fiscal

I'm sorry, Mr. Chair.
Hang on.

Okay.

That's not -- that's

23

not accurate.

Mr. Chair, it is

24

just -- we picked up the same level as last year for

25

the additional bond interest.
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Bond issuance costs( Mr. Chair( this current

1

2

budget we only have 1,000.

3

guess, the issue

4

So, next year we will need to issue bonds.

5

have 175,200 for that issuance of bonds because we

6

already have loan to about 14 million, I think, from

7

our General Funds.

8

so -- aside from the refunding that we're doing,

9

Mr. Chair.

10
11

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

a big issuance at this time.
So, we

So, we need to float bonds,

And you show zero for bond

destruction and arbitrage.
MR. AGSALOG:

We did not anticipate, I

Explain.

Just a moment, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Chair, on the

13

arbitrage, when we are discussing about the

14

arbitrage, we know that the interest rate is too low

15

at the moment; and I think that the -- when we get

16

some of those bond

17

that we have not used for the project, the interest

18

rate of that is higher than any interest right now.

19

So, we will not be paying any arbitrage on that.

the lapsed bonds that we have

20

And the last one, Mr. Chair, the Maui Tech

21

Ready, we have already taken care of that in this

22

that appropriation you put on this -- the current

23

fiscal year.

24
25

So, that is not there anymore.

The bond destruction, maybe Mr. Yoshimi can
say -- I think we just picked up the -- the last
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1

appropriation we have where we -- we did not put any

2

amount on that last fiscal year.

3

MR. YOSHIMI:

With respect to that cost, with the

4

concurrence of the treasurer, all of that is

5

combined under the bond issuance costs{ the 175,000.

6
7

MR. AGSALOG:

That cost, Mr. Chair, totaled 34,926,769 for

our debt service and bond issuance.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

Chair?

Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I have a question about the Tech

11

Ready Program.

12

to take care of the Tech Ready obligation?

13
14
15
16
17

MR. YOSHIMI:

No.

Have we received any other donations

We receive it

the last amount

several months back before we made the final payout.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Are there any obligations

outstanding from pledges in the community?
MR. YOSHIMI:

We have checked with our economic

18

development office and -- I don't know -- several

19

months back and they had mentioned that no moneys

20

were coming in.

21
22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

the obligations, so Tech Ready is finally closed?

23

MR. YOSHIMI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

And does this 350,000 cover all of

Yes, we have paid it off.
Ms. Tavares, we have the Office of the

Mayor scheduled for tomorrow --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

-- which also includes OED, and we'll be

3

happy to notice them that this is an area that they

4

need to provide comment on.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES;

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8
9

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla, questions in

this area?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

In regards to the

interest costs -- and I'm looking at Page 2-24, on
interest cost on that

10

2005, the interest

11

particular page is $12,093,847; and what is

12

projected for 2005 is $13,826,697.

13

the difference?

14

MR. YOSHIMI:

Can you explain

The schedule on that page represents only

15

the existing debt as of that date.

16

Mr. Agsalog mentioned, have a proposed bond issue

17

for next year and some of the SRFs that's coming up,

18

too.

19

wastewater and the other 10 is for water, but that

20

10 million for the County is part of that projected

21

estimate for water.

22

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

23
24
25

We also, as

The proposed SRF is like 10 million for

So, the information on 2-24 is

up to the particular date, you say?
MR. YOSHIMI:

Correct, as of this June,

'03, whatever we

had outstanding at that date.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

4

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Pont -- Mr. Nishiki,

ques
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes.

Just for reeducation on my

5

understanding of bond on 7-221 Ty, interest costs is

6

what we owe when you float bonds

7

every year?

8

MR. YOSHIMI:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

10

is what I pay

what we're paying

Correct.

11

MR. YOSHIMI:

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

I

Like if I take out a loan, then this

Correct.
in interest?

Bond redemption is

what?

14

MR. YOSHIMI:

The principal.

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

That's the principal we pay on --

You need to add the two
bond -- okay.

-- together
Okay.

l

Mr. Nishiki.
SOl

that'.s the total that

20

we're paying on the bond.

21

bond interest?

22

any bond float or whatever?

23

MR. YOSHIMI:

24

issue.

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Then what is additional

What -- when does that come in on

That's based on this year's anticipated bond

What we've not floated for '04 yet?
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2

3
4

5

MR. YOSHIMI:

No, for -- that's the additional bond

interest for FY '05.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Oh, for '05?

Okay.

Then what is

bond issuance costs?
MR. YOSHIMI:

That represents -- like I said, the -- our

6

treasurer recommended combining all the arbitrage

7

and bond destruction; and all of that is all in

8

there, plus the issuance cost like when we go out to

9

bid.

We have to advertise in the bond buyer and all

10

that publications, plus the bond Council's cost,

11

too.

12
13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

different companies also?

14

MR. YOSHIMI:

15

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

16

MR. YOSHIMI:

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

18
19

This is part of what we also pay the

Correct.
As a fee?

Correct.
Okay.

And then bond destruction is

what?
MR. YOSHIMI:

That's all combined, like I said, in that

20

175.

That's when we redeem the bond, we have to pay

21

the bank to quote the

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI;

23

MR. YOSHIMI:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

MR. YOSHIMI:

Okay.

And then

-- pay (inaudible).
-- arbitrage is what?

Arbitrage, as Danny mentioned, is when we
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1

earn more than what we pay on the bond, we would

2

have to pay back that amount --

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

MR. YOSHIMI:

5

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

6

-- to the treasury.
Where does -- when we float a bond,

isn't there a penalty somewhere where --

7

MR. YOSHIMI:

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

floated

10

Okay.

MR. YOSHIMI:

That's the arbitrage.
-- this is the arbitrage where you

And we -- if we earn more than what we're

11

paying on the bond, that's -- the difference is what

12

you call the arbitrage.

13

So, if we float a bond for, say, 2 percent

14

and we earn 4 percent, that 2 percent differential

15

is the arbitrage where we have to pay back to the

16

treasury.

17

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Isn't there one where we pay a

18

penalty for not floating the bond?

19

thing?

20

more than what we float?

Okay.

So, the arbitrage is when we earn

21

MR. YOSHIMI:

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24
25

There's no such

What we pay, yeah.
What we pay.
When we float the bond when we

don't need to.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yeah, that's the one, right?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

4
5

That's the one.

That's the one.

Okay.

Okay.

Thank

you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina?

Mr. Mateo.

Ms. Johnson?

Mr. Kane?
For whatever reason the Treasurer chose,

6

7

Budget Director, I still want it broken down.

8

way we can understand it.

9

destruction, I want it detailed out.
Okay.

10

That

So, arbitrage, bond

And, again, members -- how does this

11

relate, Mr. Director, to a debt ratio to revenue

12

regarding debt?

13

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, the -- I -- I don't have the

14

accurate number; but I think we are in about 10.5

15

percent of our general operating with this proposed

16

budget, Mr. Chair.

17

little bit later on when we have a break.

18
19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I can get that number to you a

Mr. Yoshimi, you understand what I'm asking

about the ratio of the debt to the revenue?
MR. YOSHIMI:

Yeah.

And as Danny mentioned, I think the

21

intent was when they authorized the proposed bond

22

issue, that they stayed pretty much within the limit

23

that was proposed.

24

MR. AGSALOG:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

May I, Mr. Chair?
Yes, Mr. Director.
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MR. AGSALOG:

Yeah, Mr. Yoshimi is right, Mr. Chair.

We

2

have look at the bond that we -- the projects that

3

we wanted or the department requested to dOi and

4

then we look at how -- we ask the expertise of

5

Mr. Yoshimi to get us a projection should we float X

6

million of bonds, what would be?

7

34,926,769 is within the debt limit of our -- that

8

policy.
That's -- I can get you the accurate

9

10

percentage, Mr. Chair.

11

moment.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13
14

And this

I just don't have it at the

This policy is just an internal

administrative guideline?
MR. AGSALOG:

It's my understanding, Mr. Chair, that

15

this -- that policy is derived by the Finance

16

Department under the leadership of the treasury area

17

of the Finance Department.

18

19
20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well, I hope you would look at

bringing it under double-digit percentages.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Move on to supplemental transfers.

21

Again, members, you already heard my concern, that

22

under sewer -- and as Mr. Agsalog verified, we did

23

make an adjustment and increased rates; and, yet,

24

they're still requesting a supplemental transfer

25

from the General Fund.
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Ms. Johnson, any questions?

2

golf program is paying for itself.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

doing very well.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Of course, the

Oh, no, actually I think they're

So do I.

Mr. Molina, subject matter

6

Chairman, any concerns regarding solid waste and

7

sewer?

8
9

10
11

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

No, Chairman,

I'll save my

questions when the department comes.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any questions under supplemental transfers,

Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you.

Under the

13

transfers to solid waste and sewer, why are we

14

transferring when there are still carryover savings

15

available?

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. AGSALOG:

Budget Director.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And that's the --

18

that's the accounting question I have in formulating

19

this budget; but the carryover saving, Mr. Chair, is

20

also a part of the estimation of the overall revenue

21

for that particular fund.

22

carryover savings that we put together as well as

23

the estimated revenue, they will not be able to pay

24

everything that -- that's

25

So, we need to supplement it again.

And even after the

all the appropriations.
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1

And the question that I had before is when

2

they have a carryover savings can I take back my

3

supplement to that year?

4

was no.

5

this r Mr. Chair.

SOr

And the answer that I got

I don't know how -- how to mitigate

And one more thing r Mr. Chair r to clear up on

6

7

the supplemental transfer on the sewer r Mr. Ty

8

Yoshimi is kind enough to share me another area

9

where the supplemental transfer is needed.

projected

10

it's coming to me.

11

debt service where they are asking for 10 million

12

SRF.

13

a -- it was a project that I thought that they

14

already had and they can work on it but I told

15

him -- nOr we decided that it

16

has lapsed.

17

Council for that appropriation for that 700 and

18

correction -- 7 million -- 7.3 million SRF in Fiscal

19

Year 2003.

20

again.

21

It's the projected

And now

And that's part of the increaser and it was

SOr

that appropriation

they have to come back and ask the

That's the reason that they back here

And they -- that particular amount now is a

22

part of the debt service that they have to pay_

23

their revenue is short; and we have to augment it

24

somehow.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

So,

Mr. Chairman r I
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1

think this has come up before several years; and I

2

would much rather see us put zero in there from

3

General Fund transfer until they really, really need

4

it and they come back for a budget amendment.

5

Because I think it was last year or the year

6

before we put in supplemental -- we supplemented it

7

'from the General Fund and they ended up with a huge

8

carryover savings because we can't get paid back

9

what we put into the fund.

10

So, I would rather see us put nothing into

11

the fund,

12

the departments come in -- or the division's

13

programs come in to explain their budgets, we can

14

ask them what is it they intend to do to have

15

their -- their expenses met by what their fees are

16

and what their revenue stream is.

17

see how they go along; and actually when

I think we've done pretty well with the golf

18

course, and now there's zero transfers.

19

have questions, I guess, for solid waste about them

20

collecting what's owed, as we have heard on the

21

radio and the newspaper.

22

And on sewer, you know,

I also will

I guess we'll get

23

into the detail about what it is in their budget.

24

mean,

25

means; and because it is one paid by the users, that

I

to me, we should be trying to live within the
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1

if they don't have enough funds to cover their

2

expenses, they should be figuring out a way to raise

3

their rates or something that takes care of these.

4

The General Fund should not be

5

supplementing -- especially the sewer fund.

We can

6

talk about solid waste in a different sense; but the

7

sewer fund,

8

be supplementing because there are people who are

9

managing their own maintenance and expenses for

to me, we -- the General Fund should not

10

septic systems that if the General Fund is

11

supplementing, that means they're paying for a

12

system that they do not use on top of paying for

13

their own system.
So, I -- you know, I look forward to a

14
15

discussion in that, Mr. Chairman.

16

to those department -- that department, we'll get it

17

in more detail.
Thank you for the explanation, though,

18
19

20
21
22

And when we get

Mr. Agsalog.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Anyone else has a comment under that

portion of the expenses, members?
If not, the Chair takes the comments provided

23

by Ms. Tavares seriously; and at the appropriate

24

time the Chair will give his comments and

25

recommendations regarding that concern.
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just raised rates
Okay.

2
3

4
5

other costs
MR. AGSALOG:

tOOl last year.

l

Mr. Director l if you would move on to
please.

l

Okay.

Mr. Chair l 7-23

1

top of the pagel

other costs l we have budgeted 900 -- correction --

6

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Agsalog

8

You know what?

9

recess l members.

10

l

RECESS:

12

RECONVENE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I -- my apologies.

I -- I'd prefer to take a very short
SOl members I we will stand in
(Gavel. )

recess until 10:40.

11

excuse me.

10:31 a.m.
10:46 a.m.

(Gavel.)

We can continue our review of the

14

Budget and Finance Committee meeting.

This is the

15

16th of MarchI and we'll continue the overview.
We have just completed supplemental

16
17

transfers.

We'll now go to other costs.

18

representatives from the Administration.
But before we do

19

Okay.

SOl

We have

do we have any requests

20

for testimony?

Seeing we have no requests

21

for testimonYI testimony shall be closed for today's

22

portion.

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Thank you.

Budget Director

l

start.
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1

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you for

2

allowing me to go and get my jacket.

3

cold here.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. AGSALOG:

It's kind of

Oh, it could get colder.
Okay.

Mr. Chair, Page 7-23, we are on the

6

Countywide other costs; and the first one is rental

7

and facilities.

8

includes -- my understanding is all the satellite

9

offices that we have.

10

Mr. Chair.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MR. AGSALOG:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We have estimated -- this

It's 391,900 estimated,

Mr. Chair?

Ms. Tavares.
I'm sorry.

I should have asked

14

you earlier; but would you rather we wait until

15

they're finished with the section and then ask

16

questions or should we, you know, pipe up like I'm

17

doing and ask questions about the categories?

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No, I don't have a problem because we seem

19

to have -- be moving in a very reasonable pace.

20

if you have a question under rentals and facilities,

21

please do so.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, the -- yes, I do.
One is:

I have

23

two questions.

Could we receive a

24

breakdown or breakout of what those rental and

25

facilities costs are by -- by facilities?
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1

also, an estimate -- if this was our debt service,

2

$391,900, what amount of bond could be floated?

3

Going backwards, actually.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I understand that question.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Those two questions.

You

6

don't have to answer it now, but if we can get it at

7

some time.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

Staff, did you get the questions from

Ms. Tavares?

10
11

Thank you.

Okay.

Thank you.

Anyone has a question under rentals and
facilities?
MR. AGSALOG:

Okay.

Seeing none, please proceed.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Just a preview

13

for the question from the Council member, Mr. Chair,

14

the proposed budget is -- has allowed for the -- the

15

proposed debt service estimate has already allowed

16

for -- account for our proposed bond for the Fiscal

17

Year 'OS as well as the

18

worksheet if that's will be needed, Mr. Chair.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

24
25

but we will give you a

Thank you.
I'm sorry.

Mr. Chair?

Ms. Tavares.

explanation.
MR. AGSALOG:

SRFi

Okay.

I didn't understand that

What is that referring to?
The debt service that we were talking

about, 30 --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

MR. AGSALOG:

391 / 900.

391 / 000, that will be -- that's -- I was

3

answering a debt service question.

4

was the debt service --

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MR. AGSALOG:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh

l

I thought that

no.

-- your rental.
I just wanted to know if -- if

8

that was a payment for a bond

9

bond be?

l

how much would the

If that were the debt service payment to a

10

bond --

11

we be buying and building our own building --

SOl

in other words, I'm getting at, should

12

MR. AGSALOG:

Oh.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

-- and paying this amount toward

14

our mortgage and land acquisition or whatever?

15

what amount of bond would that debt service serve or

16

payoff?

17

a $2 million bond, what's the debt service on that,

18

200,000 a year or, you know --

We're doing it -- you know,

19

MR. AGSALOG:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

like if we do

I don't understand the question.
Okay.

It's the -- the reverse of

Okay.

Thank you.

that.

22

?:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

So,

Right.

And

l

again, members,

just by coincidence,

the Chair has been in contact with various National
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1

Banks that are -- will be proposing some options to

2

the Chair in regards to specifically what

3

Ms. Tavares has just brought up and how to approach

4

fiscal requirements for the County of Maui very

5

shortly.
Okay.

6

County telephone systems, Budget Director.

7

8

Let us move on to the next item,

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

question now from the member.

9

And I understood the
And just to confuse

10

her some more, for the debt service, my

11

understanding is 8 percent our -- 6 percent,

12

according to Mr. Yoshimi.

13

dollars will be, what, 600 -- a million dollar bond

14

will be 60 --

15

?:

16

MR. AGSALOG:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

MR. AGSALOG:

So, whatever -- a million

Thousand.
-- thousand.

Yes.

So

A year?
but I will -- I will do a

19

worksheet should the Committee ask me to do so,

20

Mr. Chair.

21

Okay.

Next one, Mr. Chair, is County

22

telephone system.

23

last year for 498,750.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We have used the same estimate as

Any questions, members, on this item?
What is the length of our contract with the
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1

current service provider?

2

Mr. Director?

3

MR. AGSALOG:

Are you aware,

I am not aware of it, Mr. Chair.

I can get

4

that information for you unless Mr. Yoshimi know the

5

contract with the service.

6

MR. YOSHIMI:

No.

7

MR. AGSALOG:

He does not.

8
9

We can provide that to you,

Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, we'd like to know the original term,

10

length of term, whether any extensions were

11

authorized and if at the end of the term there is a

12

final balloon payment or an increase amount over the

13

previous years.

14
15

MR. AGSALOG:

Okay.

That would help us understand.
Mr. Chair, we will be able to provide

that to you.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. AGSALOG:

Okay.

Thank you.

The insurance program, Mr. Chair, we have

18

estimated at 1.5 million for Fiscal Year '05.

19

Currently we are now up to about 1.4 million for the

20

Fiscal Year '04.

21

my understanding of this.

22

1.5 for that insurance program.

23

That's up -- as of January 31st,
Therefore, we have put

We were provided a index code and that's how

24

we checked it and we estimated it at the Budget

25

Office at 1.5 million this coming fiscal year.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Chair?

Ms. Tavares?
Yeah.

Could you tell us what that

4

insurance program or programs are since we're of the

5

impression that we're self insured?

6

paying in insurance?

7

are these?

8
9

MR. YOSHIMI:

So, what are we

For -- what kind of programs

We -- we're self insured for certain lines

like auto, for example, and workers' compo

But we

10

do pay insurance, excess coverage, for some of our

11

fire facility insurance and some, what you call,

12

liability, too.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16
17
18

Ms. Tavares, satisfied?
Yes, thank you.

Any other questions from the members

regarding insurance programs?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson?

I'm assuming that some of this is

reinsurance, is that correct, Ty?

19

MR. YOSHIMI:

Reinsurance?

20

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

What you mean by that?

Well, basically what you're doing

21

is you're purchasing insurance from a secondary

22

carrier so that they would be able to actually cover

23

some of your -- you have baseline coverage.

24

The reinsurance carriers are generally the ones that

25

take care of claims after extremely high
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deductibles.

2

MR. YOSHIMI:

Correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

What I'm curious about is

4

are we gathering any experience r and how is our

5

rating being conducted?

6
7

MR. YOSHIMI:

That r you would have to direct to the risk

manager.

He would be more up to answer that.

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

MR. YOSHIMI:

10

Okay.

I'm sure we have.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Because I just was curious if the

11

increase was due to the increased experience or loss

12

ratios or if it was actually due to the fact that we

13

were now purchasing more coverage or if the rates

14

itself had gone up for all categories.

15
16
17

MR. YOSHIMI:

I think he did express that the rates are

going up butr like I said r better to ask him.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

If staff could then just

18

ask that question when we do take that subject

19

matter uPr Mr. Chair.

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24
25

We will so note that for the risk

manager.

22
23

Okay.

Any other questions by the members in this
area?
MR, AGSALOG:

Okay.

Seeing none r let us proceed, please.

Thank YOUr Mr. Chair.

The centralized

postage, we carry the Fiscal Year '04 estimate at
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357,000, Mr. Chair.

2

The next item on the .claims and settlement

3

and judgment! I think last year that was in the

4

Corp. Counsel, my understanding, is the 65,000

5

there -- 69,000.

6

Next one, Mr. Chair, copying machine that

7

they have there, we estimated at 50,000 for the

8

Countywide.

9

And the salary adjustment, that's a part of

10

the current negotiation that we have; and some part

11

of it are allocated with the funds.

12

have their own allocation in their own salary

13

adjustment under the A account, same as Golf Fund

14

and solid waste.

15

just from the General Fund.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MR. AGSALOG:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20
21

Like, sewer

So, this particular one will be

Chairman.

Yes, ma'am.
Ms. Tavares?
I'm sorry.

And, once again, this

is for the HGEA and UPW?
MR. AGSALOG:

My understanding, Mr. Chair, at this time,

22

this includes the potential HGEA, UPW and EM

23

adjustment.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Anyone else has questions in this
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area?

Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

NOr

I'm sorry.

I missed the

3

centralized postage, Mr. Chair.

4

question in centralized postage.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So! I had a

Please ask your question.
When was the last time we had a

7

postage increase?

And on average, when do we

8

experience a postage increase?
And that lines up my final question which

9

10

would be wouldn't we anticipate from July 1 until

11

next year, June 30, a postage increase of a penny,

12

as an example! which would impact all the mailings?

13
14
15
16
17

And they can get back to us, Mr. Chair, but
just a curiosity.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director, do you have a comment at this

time?
MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, my -- I think that was a very,

18

very good question because, yes, we did not

19

anticipate the postage increasei but, also, I think

20

our mailings is not also the same every year.

21

have more one year and lesser mailing the other

22

year; but that would be a good consideration to

23

maybe increase that a little bit because, yeah, that

24

was not included, Mr. Chair.

25

5 cents from 32 to 37 now, that was not included,

The! I thinkr 5 per
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Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Any other questions in this area?

Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Coming

5

back to salary adjustments for UPW, HGEA, do we have

6

any idea as far as the percentage that we're looking

7

at, 4 percent, 6 percent, at settlement?

8

MR. AGSALOG:

9

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

10

Mr. Chair, I don't -- I'm not sure if I --

MR. AGSALOG:

Or--

-- I'm allowed to talk to -- about the

11

particulars of the HGEA negotiations since they be

12

coming out of the award in a week or so,

13

I don't know if we want to discuss that now,

14

Mr. Chair.

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

deal with it at a -- at a more appropriate time.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

No, probably not.

Well, the Chair would rule that we will

18

20

the 23rd.

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any other questions?

Please

proceed.
MR. AGSALOG:

And, Mr. Chair, thank you.

That was the

22

reason that I didn't even mention that number that I

23

put there.

24

public information.

25

Although everybody could see it in the

Next one, Mr. Chair, is self insurance and
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miscellaneous.

Again, we carried that forward from

2

Fiscal Year 2004 to Fiscal Year 2005 to 2,338,823.
The next one, Mr. Chair, is the -- our 1

3
4

percent of the calculated real property tax.

5

that's the calculation before we have taken out the

6

circuit breaker which is 490,000 and change.

7

that would be -- could be adjusted when we get the

8

rolls, I assume.

11

12,540,776 [sic] for the total of other costs.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Members, again, any questions in

12

this category of other costs Countywide?

13

Mr. Pontanilla.

14

So,

And that, Mr. Chair, would add up to about

9

10

So,

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

This is for the previous one,

15

self insurance, miscellaneous.

16

this the area that we look at in regards to paying

17

for damages that is done to private properties?

18

MR. AGSALOG:

For storm damages is

That's my understanding, Mr. Chair, for the

19

self insurance.

20

I think the bigger costs; and the small costs, I

21

think come from the claims and settlements from the

22

Corp. Counsell small ones.

That's where we get some of the

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki, questions?
No.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, this would be on the open

5

space fund.

6

money left in that fund?

7

know that for the Waihee Dairy purchase we were

8

approached for some of the money, but is there money

9

left in that fund currently?

10

MR. AGSALOG:

Do we know yet, Danny -- is there any
I just can't recall.

Thank you for the question, Mr. Chair.

I

My

11

understanding r the Maui Coastal Land Trust is only

12

asking for a million dollar; and, yes r we had, I

13

think, over 1.1 million into that account.

14

I don't know exactly how much is left after

15

we close that particular agreement with Maui Coastal

16

Land Trust; but, yes r we have some money there leftr

17

not so much but we have some.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

And then on the other one

19

for the salary adjustments category, does that also

20

anticipate the additional personnel counts and

21

the -- and the overall increases that we would

22

ordinarily experience just through,

I guess, people

23

receiving raises and other things?

Are those

24

included in that amount for salary adjustments?

25

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair, the -- the new positions that the
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1

department are asking is not included in these

2

salary adjustment.

3

account, and you can ask them when they come forward

4

for that.

It is included in their A

There is some -- there -- it's added to their

5
6

total A account, whatever their request for their

7

personnel for the eight months, I think, that they

8

asking for the first year.

9
10
11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Mr. Carroll.

Ms. Tavares?

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?

Anyone else?

I -- my one

14

question would be since we have supported the

15

acquisition of lands on West Maui, makai lands, I

16

would say between the Pali and Puamana area, is

17

there an area besides the Open Space Fund that

18

Administration is considering to utilize should that

19

become a realization, Budget Director?

20

MR. AGSALOG:

I'm sorry, Mr. Chair.

I was having a small

21

conversation for -- with Mr. Yoshimi awhile ago just

22

because he needed to attend to his appointment.

23

can I have the question again, Mr. Chair?

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So,

Let me just state it this way.

Mayor Arakawa has stated, I believe, in his previous
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1

state of the County that acquisition of open space

2

in West Maui and in the wide parameters that would

3

be between the Pali and Puamana was of a top concern

4

of this Administration.
If it is still a top priority, has the

5
6

Administration budgeted funds for consideration to

7

make that a reality in the acquisition of those

8

properties?

9
10

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, for indulging with my

inattention earlier.

11

My understanding, Mr. Chair, what the Mayor

12

was referring to when he discussed that is -- I

13

thought it was the Ukumehame purchase which is under

14

the current negotiation at the moment.

15

appropriated that previous budget.

16

other appropriation for a land acquisition, West

17

Maui,

18

proposed budget.

19
20
21
22
23

And we have

We don't have

that I am aware of at this moment -- at this

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Staff, did that lapse?

That is still

viable until the end of that current calendar year?
MS. KOLLER:

Mr. Chair, that's still open until

December 31st of '04.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And the status is it has been

24

appropriated but we have not authorized a bond

25

consideration.
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MS. KOLLER:

I believe that's -- I think that's correct.

2

I don't believe it was in cash.

3

though.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I'll have to check,

Please, get -- have a status for us.

5

At the appropriate time, we'll inform the full

6

Committee.

7

MR. AGSALOG:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair?
Yes.
That Ukumehame purchase, it is a -- a bond

10

money; and it was part of our bond authorization.

11

think the one that's not part of our bond

12

authorization is the North-South Collector Road; but

13

he had current negotiation with the landowner and

14

the Public Works and the Administration.

15

it's -- it's appropriated by this Council.

16

think it's moving forward.

17

they're at in particular.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I think
And I

I don't know where

I just want to make sure that if it

19

does move forward, we are in the right financial

20

position to do so.

21

for the full Committee.

22
23

Okay.
MR. AGSALOG:

So, we'll get an updated status

Interfund reimbursements.

Mr. Chair,this is a part that, again, we

24

wanted to put it very similar to how our coffer is

25

written; and it's -- nothing of the fund, which is
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1

part of the fringe benefit reimbursement and the

2

overhead reimbursement, is netted out from the

3

countywide costs, so that we don't double count.

4

And that's how the coffer is written as we have

5

right now.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

MR. AGSALOG:

And I can give you a

In the estimated ERS for -- from the highway 1
we netted out 956 / 699 -CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. AGSALOG:

15

Yes, Mr. Chair.

breakdown of where those came from.

12

14

So, the nega ti ve cash out,· cash back

of 12 million point -- $12.1 million?

10
11

Okay.

Do you have a schedulel Mr. Director?
It's just my worksheet, Mr. -- Mr. Chair, in

our estimated -- estimation.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

What I would prefer, if we would see you

16

just providing the needs of the Committee, if you

17

can have just that broken down and shared with

18

staff; and we'll have that shared with the rest of

19

the Committee.

20

MR. AGSALOG:

I would be more than happy 1 Mr. Chair.

21

will

22

what I have.

23

of scribbles on it.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

MR. AGSALOG:

I

I can just put it in a cleaner sheets than

Okay.

It's just a worksheet that I have lots

That would

And I will provide that -- the total of that
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12 million.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

4

we owe money?

5
6

7

Okay.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?

Yeah, I don't understand.

Is this --

What is that?

Mr. Director, can you explain

reimbursements of the interfund to Mr. Nishiki?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The -- this

8

particular part of our budget is the double counting

9

of it.

10

What happened is when the -- part of

11

highways, which, as I was reading earlier, is

12

956,699.

13

expended to pay the overhead.

14

It's taken to the General Fund and

At the same time,

the department which is

15

highways, they also consider it as an expense; and

16

it's become a revenue of the General Fund.

17

it will be expended again.

18

counted.

19

And then

So, it becomes double

So, when we net it out, you know, it will --

20

it will not artificially inflate our expenditures

21

because having the 12 million that will inflate --

22

spend it twice, it shows that you have 24 thou -- 12

23

million expenditures instead of the real expenditure

24

of 12 million.

25

That's -- that's -- in the coffers it's
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1

written this way now.

2

Mr. Ty Yoshimi asked us to net it out and have this

3

negative entry into the fringe benefits so that it

4

doesn't show artificial inflation of our

5

expenditures.

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So, Finance Department, with

Thank you.

That was a quite accurate response to the

8

question, Mr. Nishiki.

9

area?

Okay.

Anyone else on this

If not, the Chair will move on.
Any other questions under Countywide at this

10
11

time?

If not, we'll move to the Department of

12

Finance.

13

morning to give you his comments.

14

We have Director Regan joining us this

To just let you know,

the Director is

15

involved in some very important conference calls.

16

So, he may need to be -- leave the chambers upon

17

request.

18

of -- that he has some very high priority

19

requirements also besides ours.

And I just share that so you're aware

20
21

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

22
23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. REGAN:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Regan, your comments, please?

Good morning, Chair.

Good morning, members.

Good morning.
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1

?:

Good morning.

2

MR. REGAN:

I apologize.

I was not expecting to be here

3

until about 1:30.

4

do a $23 million refunding which is going to save

5

the County a tremendous amount of money.

6

you again for this opportunity for -- to be here

7

before you this morning.

8

I'd like to start

9

We are in the middle of trying to

l

Chair

SOl

thank

if it's okaYI by

l

giving a brief overview summary of what has led us

10

up to this point

11

pleasure of the Chair.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. REGAN:

l

if that's -- if that's the

That's fine.

Thank you.

Please do.

Let me begin by providing some

14

background relating to Fiscal Year 2004.

15

Year 2004 has been and continues to be a year full

16

of challenges

17

accomplishments.

18

I

achievements

The department

I

I

Fiscal

struggles and

coming off the last budget

19

deliberations

20

could improve and initiate projects that would help

21

us become more effective and efficient.

22

I

set out to identify areas where we

In the Administration program

l

we recognize

23

the need to fill the position of the Internal

24

Auditor.

25

operations of this size is instrumental in

The Internal Auditor in governmental
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1

identifying processes that require attention,

2

procedures that may be antiquated or may require

3

revision and many other tasks as directed by the

4

department.
This position had gone unfilled for

5
6

approximately three years, and I am pleased to say

7

that we have an excellent highly qualified and

8

experienced Internal Auditor working with us on our

9

team.

10

The Administration program also identified

11

the need to improve the mail room process through

12

the purchase of a new postage machine.

13

briefly there was some discussion regarding postage

14

under the Countywide.

15

And I heard

This postage machine, while it may seem small

16

as an expense, will actually help us to process the

17

over 300,000 pieces of mail that the Finance

18

Department handles on a yearly basis in a more

19

expedient manner providing efficiency and also

20

requiring less maintenance than the prior

21

dilapidated unit that it replaced.

22

Moving on to the Risk Management Program, we

23

reinitiated the Countywide Safety Committee that had

24

been inactive for a number of years.

25

Committee made up of representatives from all
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1

departments is tasked with developing programs,

2

identifying risks and various other safety-related

3

topics.

4

In the short period of its rebirth, the

5

Committee has already begun the task of tackling

6

tough issues such as the Countywide chlorine

7

incident plan which is being completed at this very

8

moment.
Along the same lines as the Committee, risk

9

10

has initiated a Countywide safety newsletter that is

11

created monthly to help remind employees of safe

12

work habits as well as other interesting pieces of

13

safety information.

14

County little to nothing to produce is an excellent

15

way to disseminate information and to let our

16

employees know that we care about their safety in

17

the workplace.

18

This simple tool that cost the

Risk also worked to identify and correct

19

numerous hazards and risks that exist throughout our

20

County.

21

to boulders and continue to bring a new level of

22

proactive management to these types of potential

23

dangers that the County hasn't experienced in some

24

time.

25

They've worked on everything from potholes

In the Treasury Division, we've worked -- we
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1

have been working to identify areas of potential

2

savings for the County.

3

in this very moment, we perform -- we're -- we

4

performed a bond refunding that will bring

5

tremendous savings to the County.

In fact,

this fiscal year

This $23 million refunding opportunity which

6
7

closes today will bring a savings to the County of

8

over $1.1 million in net present value savings.

9

heard the Chair reference it earlier.

10

The County will also realize an additional $2

11

million in cash flow savings for Fiscal Year 2005

12

alone.

13

in our upcoming fiscal year.

14

I

So, that's going to help us out tremendously

The treasury, during '04, is charting .new

15

ground through a pilot project with the GFOA, the

16

Government Finance Officers Association.

17

they are working towards implementing a investment

18

tool which is being provided

qy

the GFOA.

They--

This

'I

19

no-cost project will allow th~ treasury to place its
!

I

20

investment needs into an on-lilne bidding process.
I

I

21

In theory, the County ~hould realize an
I
I

22

increase in its returns simply! through the ability
I

23

for these prequalified vendorslI to bid against

24

themselves.

25

treasuries throughout the country.

Consider it eBay lfor government
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Counties throughout the country use this

2

service and have realized substantial gains in their

3

investments.

4

will tell and we will, in fact, keep you informed.

5

I know there was some discussion regarding that

6

particular portion of the revenues earlier.

7

In the Accounts Division, we've been

We hope to see the same but only time

8

assisting the Mayor's Office and the personnel

9

department in the design, testing and implementation

10

of the payroll and HR project.

11

undertaking has required a tremendous amount of

12

resources from our department.

13

understand the importance of this project and have

14

made adjustments.

15

This huge

However, we all

This payroll project will eventually

16

streamline a very old and antiquated process and

17

bring us up -- bring us as close to up-to-date as we

18

could ask for with regard to payroll processing.

19

The Accounts Division also worked towards

20

improving the quarterly reports submitted to you.

21

We worked to understand your needs and have made

22

adjustments which you should see in the second

23

quarter report.

24

needs and will work with you to continuously improve

25

those reports as needed.

The department recognizes your
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1

The CAFR, or the Comprehensive Annual

2

Financial Report, was also another giant undertaking

3

by the Accounting Division this fiscal year.

4

there were still many changes, the division was

5

successful in submitting the report on time.

While

This was the first year that the Water

6
7

Department was considered as part of the entire

8

financial picture as mandated by the Charter

9

amendment of 2002.
GASB 34 continued to cause some unexpected

10
11

delays.

12

were able to identify our errors and hopefully make

13

the entire process more efficient for the years to

14

come.

15

However, as we move through the process, we

In the Purchasing Division, we worked to

16

implement the procurement credit card to assist with

17

the purchase of travel-related expenditures.

18

has allowed departments greater flexibility to

19

purchase air travel for their respective employees

20

and has created improved efficiencies for the County

21

overall.

22

This

We continue to look for new ways to use these

23

procurement card -- credit cards to help reduce the

24

costs of purchasing through increased efficiencies

25

and reductions in processing overall.
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Purchasing also developed and implemented a

1

2

Countywide contract tracking program.

3

may have been before you at one point in time

4

discussing this, but this program will allow any

5

employee with the proper access to locate his or her

6

contract in the process wherever it is in the

7

system.

8
9

And I think I

This has reduced the number of calls handled
by the Purchasing Division regarding contracts

10

substantially.

11

simple program has cut calls to the Purchasing

12

Department by more than 60 percent as they relate to

13

these contract locations.

14

One estimate has been that this

In the Real Property Tax Division, we

15

identified important areas that required immediate

16

attention, such as the lack of tax mapping function.

17

We, as a team, developed and strengthened an

18

important relationship with our counterparts at the

19

City and County of Honolulu.

20

their assistance -- we requested their assistance

21

with our situationj and they graciously agreed to

22

assist us by providing these much needed services,

23

services, which I must remind you, had not been

24

performed for some time.

25

,We requested through

At this time I am happy to report
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1

believe Lance mentioned earlier, that this

2

initiative is approximately 98 percent complete with

3

an estimate that we should be at 100 percent by the

4

time we certify our tax rolls this year.
This initiative has brought over $205 million

5

6

in additional property into the real property tax

7

system.

8

additional tax revenue.

That equates to over $1.1 million in

The department continues to development a

9
10

long-term strategy to prevent a similar situation

11

from arising in the future.

12

the City and County of Honolulu not only to continue

13

to provide these services but also to provide much

14

needed training as our personnel come on-line this

15

summer.

16

We have arranged with

Our plan has been laid.

Our personnel have

17

made their commitments to us, and we move forward.

18

Slow and steady wins the race.

19

before, right?

20

We've heard that

The department, during Fiscal Year 2004, also

21

initiated a reclassification program which we've

22

discussed here in these chambers many times.

23

goal is to review the classification of condominiums

24

throughout the County in the most expeditious and

25

efficient way possible.
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1

Through a simple survey sent to more than

2

19 / 000 condominium owners the County will realize an

3

additional $1.4 million in real property tax

4

revenue.

5

under $30,000, not a bad return on our investment at

6

all.

7

The total cost for this project was well

Moving on to the Division of Motor Vehicles

8

and Licensing, we initiated a program to bring in

9

assistance from the RSVB -- RSVP volunteer --

10

volunteers to help our customers at the Central Maui

11

Service Center.

12

instrumental in providing much needed support to

13

those people with questions.

14

Their hard work and dedication was

This service allowed and continues to allow

15

individuals an opportunity to ask their question

16

prior to going to the counter, which helps reduce

17

customer aggravation and rework by our employees.

18

This small level of assistance, free

19

assistance, mind you, has been noticed and

20

appreciated by both customers and employees alike.

21

The DMV also implemented, with the assistance

22

of the MIS Division, the revenue collector software

23

program.

24

implement the much awaited and demanded ability to

25

accept credit card payments for various

This program will allow the division to
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1

transactions.

2

inconvenienced by having to leave the service center

3

if they are short on funds or forgot their check at

4

home.

5

very near future, as we are currently in the

6

planning phase for the transactional side of the

7

equation.

8
9

No longer will customers be

This service will be coming on-line in the

During 2004 the DMV currently tasked with
. overseeing the abandoned vehicle program also worked

10

to develop the DAAVAP program, Derelict and

11

Abandoned Vehicle Abatement Program.

12

input of numerous team members, the program has been

13

developed and will eventually be heard by the Public

14

Works Committee sometime in late spring.

15

Through the

This program will help bring much needed

16

assistance to the public in the matter of vehicle

17

disposal in a way never before attempted, more to

18

come as it reaches the Committee.

19

Mr. Chair, if it pleases you, I would like to

20

ask for a few minutes to give a brief and quick

21

overview of the department's request for expansion

22

as submitted in the proposed budget"

23

acceptable, I would like to bring forward my

24

division heads that are here currently to answer any

25

questions that you and the members may have
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regarding these requests.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

MR. REGAN:

Please do so, Mr. Director.

Thank you, Chair.
I'd like to begin as laid out in the budget

4

5

with the Administration program.

6

program had no requests for expansion for this

7

proposal.

8

Administration proposal as submitted?

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Administration

So, are there any questions regarding the

Members, do you have any questions at this

10

time?

11

comments and questions after the meeting that we can

12

help forward to the Director and his appropriate

13

staff for responses; but any at this time?

Again, the Chair is open to receiving your

Seeing none, please move forward -- members,

14
15

the -- just to let you know, I believe -- are you on

16

Page 7-5, Mr. Director, on the summary?

17

MR. REGAN:

We can start there, Mr. Chair.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well,

just tell us where you --

19

where you want us to start; and then we can follow

20

all together.

21

MR. REGAN:

22

you.

23

Okay.

We can begin on 7-5, if that pleases

On 7-5 we can review the performance

24

measures, if you'd like, or if there -- shall we

25

review it or shall we just take questions if there
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1

are any or -- I don't know what's the most efficient

2

manner you would like to proceed, Chair.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

You did mention under Administration

4

there's no -- no changes in your request from the

5

previous year?

6

MR. REGAN:

Yes.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Under -- let me ask under 7-5,

8

members, Goal I, I'm just curious, Mr. Director,

9

under your measurements, Fiscal Year '03 actual, we

10

have -- we show our very fine bond rating by

11

Moody's, Fitch's, Standard & Poors.
I just have a question of why under your '04

12
13

projection the rating is at a lower or downgraded

14

position and then through '0 -- rest of '04, first

15

quarter, and '05 projection we go back up to the '03

16

actual?

17

MR. REGAN:

Mr. Chair, that may have been an oversight;

18

and I'm not sure why it reflects a lower rating.

19

Our rating continues and -- continues to be strong.

20

In fact, we just recently, with this

21

refunding, did a presentation to all three rating

22

agencies.

23

Standard & Poors regarding the County being placed

24

on a negative credit watch due to some issues

25

relating to the General Fund -- the carryover

We did, however, receive word back from
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1

savings in the General Fund.

So -- but they still

2

maintain that we -- we still have a AA -- AA minus

3

rating with the agency.
So, they did express that they understand

4
5

that the County's credit worthiness is excellent;

6

and it's not necessarily in question,

7

a lot of the concern from all three rating agencies,

8

actually, Chair, was related to the General Fund

9

carryover savings.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

just, I guess,

So--

I thank the Director for that comment.

And

11

I can say that this Committee last year had a

12

concern regarding the appropriate level of carryover

13

savings and that we knew it would take more than one

14

budget to address that concern, but I appreciate

15

your comments because it continues to reverify the

16

Chair's position on how to approach budgeting and

17

financing for this County.

18

Mr. Director, for sharing that information.

19

MR. REGAN:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21
22

area?
MR. REGAN:

So, I thank you,

Of course.
If there's any other questions in this
If not, please move forward, Mr. Director.
Certainly.

Would you like me to just go over

23

the performance measures?

I guess what I'd like to

24

do is -- I do have some of my division heads here

25

who would probably be able to answer any detailed
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1

questions that they -- the members may have,

2

especially as it pertains to the next item relating

3

to risk management.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

Please bring your appropriate people

5

forward.

6

introduced to those that are running your divisions

7

and programs.

8

9

MR. REGAN:

I think the Committee would like to be

Certainly.

Mr. Chair, I'd like to introduce

to you our Risk Manager, Mr. Gary Gates; and he can

10

go over some of the performance measures as

11

submitted in the budget.

12
13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

comments, please.
MR. GATES:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

15

My name is Gary Gates.

16

met before.

17

might have.

18
19
20

Mr. Gates, your

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Hi, members of the Committee.
I'm the risk manager.

We've

I'm happy to answer any questions you

Are there any highlights, good or bad, that

you wish the members to be aware of, Mr. Gates?
MR. GATES:

I think the most important highlight would be

21

the -- under the performance measures in Goal 2, the

22

number of workers' compensation claims.

23

We do see a continuing pattern of the high

24

200s, and our projection for '05 is getting down to

25

just above 200.

And we feel that over time we're
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1

going to be able to get into the high 100 area; but

2

that is a realistic goal that we're shooting forr

3

220 in FY 'OS.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Where does that place us in the --

5

regarding other employees with similar amount of

6

employees?

7

good management safety program?

8

an employer?

9

MR. GATES:

Are we below standards?

We run a very

How do we fare as

As an employer we fare a little bit high in

10

the number of claims that we have for the number of

11

employees we have.
With our safety and health program that we've

12
13

recently initiated r this is why we believe that the

14

numbers that you see in '03 and '04 will come down

15

to a more manageable number of 220:

16

is still a little bit highr given the standards of

17

our communities at the same -- or employers with the

18

same number of employees.

Although r that

But we believe, with our safety and health

19
20

program over time and with the safety measures that

21

we're implementing r we'll be able to reduce that

22

number to a

23

open claims at anyone time.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I think an average of a -- about 150

Thank you.

Members r the details are

on 7-3 in your detailed binder.
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All right.

2

Director's Office is sub

3

Risk Management Division.

regarding your area of responsibility?

6

MR. GATES:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

9

Account Code 907018,

Any other comments at this time, Mr. Gates,

4

5

Under Administration, the

No.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Okay.

Members, questions?

We'll start

with Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you.

If -- in your

10

performance measures, could you explain to us what

11

that -- I guess from the second one,

12

workplace injury incident rate per 100 Es," zero --

13

whatever percent, could you kind of explain those?

14

MR. GATES:

Sure.

"Maui County

The "Maui County workplace injury

15

incident rate per 100 Es" is 100 employees, and this

16

is the way that national and State standards are

17

measured.

18

rates,

19

numbers that you see there are 11.8 percent --

When you look at workers' compensation

the rates are per 100 employees.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. GATES:

And so, the

Oh, those are the numbers.

yeah, 9.9 percent and 14 percent and then 6

22

percent.

23

for FY '05 would be a 6 percent incident rate per

24

100 employees.

25

So, it would be a -- so, the projection

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, the next line is -- Hawaii
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State's overall is 4.9 percent?

2

MR. GATES:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

MR. GATES:

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MR. GATES:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

MR. GATES:

9

That's correct.
And

The national all -National -- okay.

Yeah, the national all industries
Uh-huh.

incident rate per 100 employees is 5.8

percent.

And we put those statistics in there so

10

that you can see where we stand -- where we stood in

11

the past and where we're projecting for the future

12

in relation to the State of Hawaii and then the

13

United States.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

15

MR. GATES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you, Chair.

I've asked

18

the Budget Director earlier in regards to the number

19

of cases that are still open.

20

MR. GATES:

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

MR. GATES:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Do you have an idea?

Approximately 310.
Okay.

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Mr. Nishiki.
No.

Mr. Molina.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

Mr. Gates, I see under your "Number of

2
3

division coordinated/sponsored safety trainings,"

4

you're doubling that from FY '04; and I think that's

5

good.

6

these safety trainings will entail?

7

MR. GATES:

Can you share briefly about what the -- all

Yes.

That is our projection for the trainings

8

that we're providing to the various departments in a

9

proactive effort to reduce the number of workplace

10

injuries.

11

This would be healthy back and safe lifting

12

trainings.

This would be personal protective

13

equipment training.

14

trainings that we provide for each department to try

15

to work -- reduce the number of workplace injuries

16

based on the trends that we see and the number of

17

claims that we have.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19

MR. GATES:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

This would be the various

All right.

Thank you.

You're welcome.
Mr. Mateo?
No.

Ms. Johnson.
Yes, you probably heard the

24

question I asked earlier, Gary; and that's in regard

25

to the loss ratios and also premium increases for
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1

either our reinsurance or supplemental coverage, how

2

are we doing in terms of our overall rates as a

3

county in comparison to, I guess, other Counties

4

here in the State of Hawaii and then nationally?

5

And are we experiencing any kind of unusual

6

increases just specifically because of our losses?

7

MR. GATES:

The losses that you're referring to, Council

8

member, are those losses you're referring to are the

9

general liability losses that were -- that affect

10

our insurance premiums?

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

12

MR. GATES:

Yes.

Our losses are, I don't think, anything over

,

13

and above any standard level of losses for the size

14

of our community; and the losses that we have or

15

that we have incurred have not played a direct role

16

in any kind of increase in excess insurance or

17

general liability coverage that we've purchased.

18

The increase -- significant increase that we

19

incurred recently in our renewal in our general

20

liability excess coverage is more of a market-driven

21

increase.

22

losses that would affect an increased insurance

23

premium; but because there are very few insurance

24

markets willing to write a public entity liability

25

in Hawaii and -- so, therefore, the very few that we

We haven't had any particular significant
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1

have to deal with are really dictating the price

2

that we're paying.

3

And we do have some indication that our

4

previous loss history have impacted our insurance

5

costs today, but the most recent cost increase is

6

directly due to really market-driven problem.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Do you think some of the reason

8

that we have the -- I guess, perhaps, no experience

9

or our losses haven't been any greater, in terms of

10

what we're filing with those excess coverage

11

carriers, do you think in part that's due to the

12

fact that we pay the basic, you know, claims, like

13

we pay so much out of our own coffers before we

14

actually go and file a claim with those carriers?

15

Is that part of it?

16

MR. GATES:

It plays a little part.

The claims that you

17

pay, they certainly take a look at; but it's more of

18

the exposure that you have, the pending and

19

threatened -- kind of the hot areas that you're

20

involved in.

21

use, you know, sort of the timing of what is kind of

22

a hot area that we're dealing with; but I can say

23

with confidence that this -- the increased premium

24

that we recently paid was really as a direct of the

25

markets themselves, the unavailability of public

You know, maybe the issues of land
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entity insurance being written in Hawaii.

2

And r therefore r it's a -- they call it a hard

3

and soft market; and right now it's a real r real --

4

pretty hard market.

5

offered to us for the kind of coverage that we

6

believe we need based on really historical data was

7

quite a bit more expensive than what we've been used

8

to in the past.

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And

SOr

the programs that were

And with regard to our workmen's

10

compensation r I think I heard you say that maybe

11

we're a little bit higher on some of our r I guess r

12

total claims that are outstanding and not settled.

13

I know you're addressing those concerns; but on that

14

aspect of itr do we also purchase excess coverage

15

for workmen's comp or that's totally self insured;

16

is that correct?

17

MR. GATES:

That's totally self insured and no excess.

We

18

have been approached to purchase excess.

19

workers' compensation would be applicable in a

20

multiple loss -- catastrophic lossr multiple deaths.

21

Excess

And when you look at the cost of what it

22

would

23

and with virtually no incidents that would have --

24

in the history that I know of or that we're probably

25

even aware of that would warrant the kind of

for excess workers' compensation insurance
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1

expenditure to purchase excess workers'

2

compensation, we do budget for 300 million for the

3

workers' compensation program totally -- totally

4

self insured.

5

significantly lower than they have been in the past.

And the costs this year are

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

7

MR. GATES:

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

MR. GATES:

I'm sorry.
Or 3 million?

3 million.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

MR. GATES:

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

13

MR. GATES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

15

Did you mean 300 million?

I was going to say, wow.

That's quite a program.
Yeah, so --

3 million, sorry, misspoke.
That would exceed our budget

almost.

16

The other thing that I -- I guess it really

17

concerns me when I look at the number of claims that

18

we still continue to in

19

many of those are the old claims that still are

20

lingering on so that we have a better idea of what

21

kind of progress we're making?

22
23
24
25

MR. GATES:

you know, incur.

How

I'd estimate about 50 percent, so,

significant -- a significant number.
And I just -- I would like to remind those
of -- those of us that are here today that a couple
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years ago the open claims were about 600 and we know

2

that we've had a Third-Party Administrator come on

3

board and that has really helped to bring it down to

4

the -- 300.

So, it's in half in a couple years.

'And we believe in risk management that the

5

and we

6

more -- the more awareness that we raise

7

can do all of the trainings that we can do; but our

8

approach is because we have a small staff and few

9

resources, we feel that by providing awareness to

10

the employee, that we are trying to provide a

11

work -- a safe workplace, that just by that

12

awareness will help reduce our numbers.

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

I really appreciate that

14

and I think that's one of the things, Mr. Chair, for

15

a performance measure, when I look at, you know,

16

this trending -- or the backlog that has actually

17

been addressed for the claims that were previously

18

outstanding, if that can be reduced -- which it

19

appears that you're really making headway on that.

20

That's a really good gauge for us as to whether or

21

not the Third-Party Administration -- Third-Party

22

Administrator in combination with your services --

23

that's that's really working.

24

see that.

25

MR. GATES:

So,

I'm pleased to

So, thank you.

Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Kind of for me

3

just closing up a -- in my mind a loose end and

4

dovetailing off of Member Johnson's comments, the

5

310 number that's showing up through the first

6

quarter is representing catching up with the

7

backlog?

8

MR. GATES:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

Yes, sir.
So, that's -- that's why the number

is high?

11

MR. GATES:

Yes, sir.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, the percentage, you know, is not

13

a nice percentage number.

14

nothing close to where we'd like to be.

15

MR. GATES:

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That 14 is, by all means,

That's correct.
But what you're shooting for in '05

17

is us getting towards -- where we want to be is

18

hopefully below national average in the years to

19

come.

20

So, I appreciate your efforts there.
My question was kind of following up on

21

Member Molina's question talking about the training

22

component,

23

safety trainings" going from the projection of 12 in

24

this current fiscal -- you folks have done one.

25

I'm looking at details with you going to project 24

"Number of division coordinated/sponsored
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for next fiscal.

2

And I'm looking at -- under services on

3

details in your B account r that there's a

4

significant increase going from about 1300 up -- or

5

1500 up to about additional $30,000.

6

detail 7-6 under services for risk management.

7

specifically it's -- you kind of tucked it into the

8

other services and professional services portion of

9

a little over $30,000.

That's on
And

10

Can you help me understand that -- that entry

11

or those two entries and give us a -- maybe a little

12

bit more detail on that?

13

MR. GATES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15.

MR. GATES:

Sure.
Thank you.

The other services -- the other services is

16

from a risk management standpoint in terms of the

17

risk reduction activities that my division wants to

18

perform, the liability, the slip, trip and fall

19

hazards that we see, the steel pins sticking up in

20

the County parking lot, the trees that are causing

21

liability claims by damages to vehicles in the

22

parking lot.

23

we feel that if our own in-house personnel cannot

24

perform these functions and we see some high risk

25

pending, then we would like to be able to take care

This is a -- this is a line item that
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1

of those risks and be able to have that tree removed

2

or that tree cut or those pins replace -- or

3

removed.

4

Another example is countertops at the service

5

center,

6

customers bumping their heads on the countertops at

7

the service center, one that caused a significant

8

injury.

9

design needs to be remedied.

10

for example.

We've had many reports of

We've not received a claim for it, but that
It's not budgeted for

by the Department of Motor -- Motor Vehicles.

11

So, that is. what this particular line item

12

would be for.

13

would be more of a training that we -- that that's

14

why we projected 24.

15

in-house training by our Loss Control Specialist

16

from an OSHA standpoint as well as some free -- free

17

trainings provided by AON, our insurance broker; but

18

we feel like we could bring some experts and

19

consultants and provide some more training.

20

that's the differences between those two.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Different than the other services

We can do some of our own

And

And that also ties into the travel

22

component on your details in 7-6 where you've

23

increased the airfare transportation component or

24

that -- that dollar amount from 15 up to 7,000?

25

MR. GATES:

That's correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And then finally -- and thank your

2

Mr. Chair.

FinallYr down in Other Costs r you talk

3

about registration and training fees.

4

planning

5

training as well?

6

people in; but as far as sending people out r can

7

you --

are you planning to send people out for

8

MR. GATES:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

MR. GATES:

Are you

You've just talked about bringing

That's correct.

Al

Can you

-- also to attend some trainings ourselves and

11

that -- also r the travel that you previously

12

mentioned is also to provide trainings for my

13

division.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Can you -- and finallYr

15

Mr. Chair r can you help me understand within the

16

administrative -- orr excuse mer Risk Management

17

Division r what positions would be most likely the

18

ones participating in the in-house component of the

19

services?

20

Because you've talked about you're trying to

21

get some in-house r obviously; but not being able to

22

do all of itr you would have to go outsource.

23

within the Risk Management Division would be the

24

person -- person or persons r not by name but just by

25

their titles r would be the ones that would do the
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1

in-house component of looking for high-risk

2

situations?

3

MR. GATES:

I appreciate that question because it's an

4

exciting part of my division.

A Loss Control

5

Specialist just attended an OSHA training on the

6

Mainland, and he came back with a wealth of

7

knowledge to be able to go into our own departments

8

at our own facilities and do OSHA compliant

9

inspections.

10

That training that he attended was a

11

prerequisite for another training that will be in

12

Honolulu in August.

13

one, he will have a certification to be able to

14

train County employees to perform our own self

15

inspections in our facilities as well as to do some

16

other basic all industries type of trainings like

17

healthy lifting and that sort of thing.

18

that would be our Loss Control Specialist.

19
20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And after he's completed that

Great.

And so,

Mr. Gates, thank you very

much for your comments.

21

Mr. Chair, thank you.

22

MR. GATES:

Thank you.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Carroll?

24

Ms. Tavares?

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Ms. -- did we start with you,

Questions, Mr. Pontanilla?
No.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Anyone else?

Other questions?

Again, the

2

Chair is open to receiving your comments and

3

questions even after the meeting; and we can forward

4

it to the department for response.
Mr. Gates, I just have a couple -- and,

5
6

again, if you did respond to it, again, my

7

apologies.
So, in our third-party services, where would

8
9

10
11
12
13

those funds to pay for them come from,

such as John

Mullins & Company?
MR. GATES:

Yeah, that -- that would be our Countywide

insurance program.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so, how would we know how much money

14

we're spending for that program unless you break it

15

out and inform us?

16

If you don't have an answer, we'll put that

17

in a written request, Mr. Gates; and you can have

18

that reported back to the Committee.

19

MR. GATES:

I'd be happy to report back.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

The other question that I had

21

was -- and, again, you don't have to respond this

22

morning; but I'm just wondering, as the way it's

23

been presented to us, when you come before us for

24

claims and settlements, Corp. Counsel takes the

25

lead -- and, again, because I can understand the
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legality requirements but you have it.

But because

2

it also deals with our employees, some would say

3

personnel services would be the more appropriate

4

lead agency.
We currently have you under Department of

5
6

Finance.

7

component.

8

ideas or comments; but where you are currently

9

situated, is that the best place for this program,

10

And, again, I can see the financial
I don't know whether the Director has

an ability to serve our employees?
And if you want to think about it, I give you

11

12

that option, too; but I'm just wondering, you know,

13

because at times I really thought it should be with

14

DPS, personnel services, because it was an employee

15

thing.

16

And then, of course, when it comes to us,

17

Ms. Martins and other Corp. Counsels have, you know,

18

made it a very legal thing.

So

19

MR. GATES:

20

very

21

respond in this way.

22

this is the best department to have this division

23

because, in my opinion, this division is much more

24

than workers' compensation.

25

No, I think that's a -- I think that's a
a very legitimate question; and I would
I would say that I think that

Historically it has been workers'
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1

compensation; and, therefore, it may qualify -- it

2

may be better to be

3

However, because we have brought a Third-Party

4

Administrator in and because -- because the workers'

5

compensation program really is now just an

6

ingredient or a component of risk management, or at

7

least my idea of risk management, I believe that

8

risk management -- risk management can be

9

centralized in the Finance Department; but we do

~ithin

the personnel people.

10

coordinate through Department of Personnel Services

11

with just about everything we do regarding employees

12

in our work comp program.

13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'm happy to hear that.

You had a very

specific response, and I appreciate that.
Two quick questions:

15

One, is it part of your

16

long-range plans for your division to eventually not

17

need a third party support?

18

MR. GATES:

I smile because the thought has crossed my

19

mind many times, very difficult for me to say that

20

as I sit here today because we are not in a

21

situation as far --

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

part of

24

MR. GATES:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

And that's why I said, you know, as

Yeah.
a long-range goal, is that one of your
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long-range goals?
MR. GATES:

Yes, it would be one of my long-range goals;

but there are some -- some staffing --

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Understood.

5

MR. GATES:

issue -- yeah

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Understood.

7

MR. GATES:

some staffing issues and things that would

8

9

be some definite considerations.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

And my last question is,

10

without saying it, I've interpreted some comments as

11

well as how you've proposed your detailed budget

12

consideration.

13

the other departments do their responsibilities in

14

eliminating dangerous situations that they're

15

responsible for, whether it be another division of

16

your department or Public Works or Parks?

17

having a problem?

18

Are we having problems with having

Are we

And if it's so, we need to know so we can

19

address our resources and adjust policy to ensure

20

that whoever's responsible, whether it be the

21

managing director on down, those responsible and

22

paid to do their job do their job.

23

MR. GATES:

That's a -- that's another great question.

24

don't believe that we're having problems with the

25

departments.

I just believe that because we have
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1

not had a proactive Risk Management Division that

2

can identify the exposure areas for the departments,

3

that I don't believe the departments may be aware of

4

the exposures.

5

So, one of my -- one of my ongoing long-term

6

goals would be to create a reporting process so that

7

they are -- those exposures are identified by each

8 .

department; and then possibly the funding could be

9

split.

It could be -- it could be departmentalized

10

with a little bit of help from Risk Management

11

Division; but I think because of the lack of

12

identification process of those exposures, I don't

13

fault the departments for it.

14

reports of things that are out there from employees,

15

from --

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's that we get

Is it reported to you before it's reported

17

to the department or the department, after receiving

18

it from the employee, then comes to you?

19

MR. GATES:

To me first.

And that's why I say the lack of

20

reporting system itself, really anything formal,

21

think there's a lot of just -- just kind of things

22

that hang out in the balance.

23

reported to me first; and then I go to the

24

department and say, what can we do about this?

25

I

So, it's more likely

And we generally try to handle it in-house,
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1

but the time delays worry me as risk manager because

2

there are hazards out there that our losses would be

3

much more significant if something were to happen as

4

a result of that being un -- undone or not taken

5

care of in the three months it would take to rectify

6

it as opposed us to get somebody in there to do it

7

tomorrow.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:
that.

And, yeah, I understand that.

I understand

And I thank you for your advocacy for

10

employee safety.

11

that the employer, the County of Maui, truly cares

12

about their safety and welfare.

13

MR. GATES:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think it shows to our employees

Thank you.
So, I thank you for that.

My last question

15

is maybe more for the Director as well as part of

16

our reporting.

17

lump sum under Countywide.

18

I can understand us placing the big

And if you can recommend, Director -- and you

19

can report back -- I would like the departments to

20

know exactly what workmen's comp is costing us and

21

how it -- how it relates to their specific

22

departments.

23

Maybe because we don't show it as part of

24

their -- you know, and book it back to the

25

department, is that a problem or is it easier to
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1

just create a report and tell, such as Parks or

2

Public Works, for the first quarter you had 20 cases

3

and the settlement and costs of the 20 cases cost

4

the County of Maui, $200,000?

5

MR. REGAN:

Mr. Chair, I think that that's something that

6

we could easily implement within the department.

7

So, I mean, we'd be open to discussing that further.

8
9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I just want the department heads, the

division heads, to be aware, you know, that -- to

10

me, it's a reflection of how the departments are

11

operating and that they need to be aware that if

12

they don't move on certain OSHA considerations, it's

13

an expense to us; and the taxpayers continue to ante

14

up as we've shown a lot of money to take care of our

15

needs.

16

And I just don't think that it's responsible

17

of us to make this information knowledgeable to

18

those in charge of employees as well as the

19

employees know that we've addressed it specifically

20

to their area of work.

21
22

So, I thank you.

Any further questions for risk management,
members?

Seeing none, Mr. Director, I know you have

your requirements; and I appreciate your refinancing
24
25

efforts.

So, members, we will -- yes, Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just a real --
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

I was planning to recess.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just a brief comment.

3

to make a comment.

4

wanted to

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, please -I

just wanted

It wasn't a question, but I just

Please.
thank the Director and thank

7

Mr. Gates.

8

critical component of this County; and it's -- it's

9

good to see that here we are beefing it up.

10

In my opinion, this is an extremely'

And so, my review of the details is only to

11

reinforce my feeling towards how important it is.

12

And I'm glad that this is coming forward, and I

13

think we need to do whatever it takes to get it even

14

better.

15

I think -- I think your projection for injury

16

incident is ambitious.

17

don't know how realistic it is; but, again, I think

18

with -- with what you've said today and I think

19

backing it up with the resources that you're asking

20

for,

21

engagement from this body as well in supporting you

22

towards it because for too long we've seen a neglect

23

in this area.

24

as Mr. Gates for your folks' proactive effort in

25

this area.

I'd like to see it occur.

I

I think you'll -- you folks will get positive

And I applaud you, Director, as well

Thank you.
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MR. GATES:

Thank you.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any further comments by the Committee

3

before recess?

Okay.

Upon returning from recess,

4

let me just state the parameters.
We are moving according to staff's and

5
6

Chair's schedule.

Therefore, I believe we can

7

recess until 1:30 p.m.

8

time.

The Chair will start on

We have additional requirements by the

9

10

Planning and Land Use Committee and Chairman

11

Nishiki.

12

requirements, I ask that you-all be back because the

13

Chair would like to pound the gavel at 1:30; and

14

upon

15

you like to have us bring forward?

16
17

MR. REGAN:

returning~

Division at 1:30.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. REGAN:

21

Mr. Director, what division would

Mr. Chair, we can bring forward the Treasury

18

20

So, to be able to meet some of his

Okay.

And then we'll move on to the other divisions

beyond that point.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay.

Members, 1:30 will be

22

Treasury Division.

23

stand in recess until 1:30 p.m.

24

RECESS:

25

RECONVENE:

Any comments?

If not, we will
(Gavel.)

12:00 p.m.
1:33 p.m.
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(Gavel.)

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We shall reconvene the Budget and

2

Finance Committee meeting.

This is the 16th of

3

March, 2004.

4

and their review of the budget for Fiscal Year 2005,

5

members.

We're with the Department of Finance;

What I would ask of you now, members, since

6
7

I've agreed to -- with Mr. Nishiki that Planning and

8

Land Use can reconvene at 3:30, the only way we're

9

going to keep up with the schedule is if I ask the

10

department, Mr. Regan, just to bring his divisions

11

forward to explain the differences from the previous

12

year's requests and highlight those differences.
If you have questions regarding specific

13
14

program measurements, I would ask that you forward

15

it to the Committee staff which we'll then send to

16

Mr. Regan; and he can prepare responses.

17

that, it is the Chair's assessment that we will not

18

complete Finance Department today, not in the

19

hour-and-a-half that we have budgeted for this

20

afternoon.

Other than

21

So, members, do you have any objections to

22

the Chair's recommendation how to proceed for the

23

rest of the day regarding Budget and Finance?

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you very much.
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1

if you can give us your introduction to the Treasury

2

Division, please.

3
4

MR. REGAN:

Certainly, certainly, Chair.

Thank you very

much.
We have with us Suzanne Doodan from the

5

6

Treasury who can,

7

requests.

8

some items to assist them in the development.

9

they asked for some additional airfare, oh, about

10

I guess, go through the expansion

We did have some expansion requests for

$1,000, some freight and hauling fees of about $200.

11

Is that how you would like me to go through

12

it, Chair, is just maybe the items that they're

13

requesting for expansion or --

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. REGAN:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17
18

So,

Yes.

Okay.
Yeah, so the Committee members are aware of

where the expansion requests are.
MR. REGAN:

Thank you, Chair.

There is also a request for

19

additional overtime, and then they also -- that was

20

about $5,000.

21

moneys for professional services; and I do have

22

Suzanne here, our Treasurer

23

questions that the members and you might have,

24

Mr. Chair.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And then they also requested for some

Thank you.

l

who can answer any

Why don't we ask
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1

Ms. Doodan as our treasurer if she has any comments

2

she'd like to share at this time.

3

MS. DOODAN:

Thank you, Chair.

Good afternoon to the

4

members.

5

we've asked for a part-time clerk for a personnel

6

for airfare, freight and handling, overtime and

7

professional services.

8

professional services is $40,000; and that would be

9

for the portfolio management fees from SSBI and

10

Yes, as my Director pointed out, we've

First Hawaiian Bank.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

reference?

13
14

And as you can see, the

MR. REGAN:

Mr. Chairman, could we get a page

7-6 on the details and 7-7 on the proposal as

submitted by Danny.

15

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
Why don't we this time start with

17

Mr. Pontanilla?

18

regarding the Treasury Division?

19

pass, Mr.

Questions for the Treasurer

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

If you -- you can

Yeah, pass.

Mr. Nishiki?
No.

Mr. Molina.
No.

Mr. Mateo?
Chairman, perhaps

Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Sorry.

Perhaps just if they can,

2

again, tell me the -- why the increase in the

3

professional services from 13 to 53.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MS. DOODAN:

Okay.

Ms. Doodan?

Yes, sir.

Yes, Chair.

That would be for our

6

portfolio management fees.

We currently have $15

7

million being handled by SSBI, and their fees

8

currently approximate about 40 -- I'm sorry

9

what's -- 30 -- $40,000.

And that would -- and we

10

also have another portfolio manager which is First

11

Hawaiian Bank.

12

be -- would account for the increase.

And actually the combined two would

13

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson?

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18

Okay.

Mr. Kane.

No.
Mr. Carroll?
Yes.

Ms. Tavares.

Is this where the two new

positions are being requested?

19

MR. REGAN:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.
You said something about a

21

part-time position, no?

22

positions?

23

Thank you, Chair.

MR. REGAN:

Who has those two

The -- I believe in total the Finance

24

Department is asking for two positions within the

25

Accounting Division, which we'll get to next, and
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1

then also two positions in the real property tax

2

division and then nine positions in the Division of

3

Motor Vehicles.

4

of our expansion request for EPs.

5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

MR. REGAN:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

10

what happened -- didn't we hear about a

SOl

part-time clerk

7

That's the -- that's the breakout

l

Ms. Doodan?

No.
by the division?

we -- or did we mishear
MR. REGAN:

Was that a request --

NO

I

is that -- did

Mr. Director?

l

We had this -- we had some discussions

l

11

preliminary discussions

12

and

13

hold off for now.

14

requesting for that expansion position at this time.

15
16

l

the Treasurer and I did

l

upon those discussions

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

SOl

l

determined that we can

we're going to hold off

Chairman.

I guess on the budget

details on 7-4.

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7-4.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Treasury Division

l

we have one --

19

the Accountant III is being requested to reallocate

20

from Accountant I.

21

tran -- it says "transfer from real property tax"

22

and then another Clerk that's transferred to the

23

Director's Office.

24

going to be in -- I mean

25

real property taxI those two positions?

And then the next two are

So, the -- are these people
l

they're coming in from
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MR. REGAN:

Yeah,

these -- these -- if I may, Chair, these

2

positions were actually part of something that the

3

division and the department have been going

4

through

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

MR. REGAN:

Uh-huh.

-- for like a couple of years now.

So, it --

7

we finally effected those movements to the division.

8

So, we brought in a fiscal program manager from real

9

property tax to assist us with the collection of the

10

fees for various types of items, such as disposal

11

fees and whatnot and head up our collection efforts.

12
13
14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And are you also requesting new --

new personnel for real property tax?
MR. REGAN:

We are requesting two positions within real

15

property tax.

16

happened

17

before this actually took place.

In fact, probably

18

like in late 2002 is when this

is when this

19

began -- this process began.

20

These -- these were

these

or the ball was set in motion well

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, you didn't actually need to

21

put that there then,

22

tax," because it was already transferred?

23

MR. REGAN:

"transfer from real property

We need the position -- we need the positions.

24

So, that process had been started -- that process.

25

had been started.
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3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

That had been started.

it hadn't been reported yet through a budget?
MR. REGAN:

Yeah.

I mean, I -- I don't know if this was

4

not in the details last year or not.

5

the details in front of me for last year.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I don't have

Yeah, I guess it's hard to see

7

because in the appropriated fiscal '04 is showing

8

zero.

9
10

MR. REGAN:

Yeah, Danny's saying that, you know, it wasn't

in the details last year.

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14
15

Okay.

Okay.

Thanks.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Okay.

The $40,000 professional

service, can you explain that?
MS. DOODAN:

Yes, sir.

This is -- again, it is a

16

portfolio management fees.

17

portfolios, one with SSBI and one with First

18

Hawaiian Bank.

19

$40,000 is to accommodate their fees.

20

purport

21

number of years.

22

So,

We currently have two

And the fees -- the increase of
And those

portfolios have been in place for a

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

What's the difference

23

between the contractual services as well as the

24

professional service?

25

thing.

It seems like doing the same

No?
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MS. DOODAN:

The contractual services -- I show the BOH

2

10ckbox is 15,000.

We use a lockbox to collect our

3

property taxes and our refuse and then in -- in

4

account collection services which is about another

5

$25,000.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

7

MS. DOODAN:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

Okay.

Thank you.

Uh-huh.
Anyone else has a question for Treasury

Division at this time?

10

Okay.

What we'll ask for the overall

11

department staff is a organization chart prior to

12

the changes and then with all of the adjustments as

13

requested in the '05 budget request.

14

And then we can make that off to all

15

departments so that they can be prepared prior to

16

coming before the Committee.

17

the current ordinance.

18

ordinance requirement.

19

Okay.

So, just refer to the

Members--

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

I think that's part of

Chairman.

Yes, Ms. Tavares?
Can I follow up on

Mr. Pontanil1a's question?

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, please.

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I think his question was about the
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1

40,000; and then the 53,000 in professional

2

services, Mr. Mateo had asked about in the portfolio

3

management.

4

before for the management fees?

5
6

7
8
9

MS. DOODAN:

So, where was that money coming from

You know, I don't -- I don't have an answer

for that.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

MS. DOODAN:

No, it's been ongoing in the --

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MS. DOODAN:

13

But it's something --

it's not something new, right?

10

12

Oh, okay.

Yes.

Okay.

And the rates vary depending on the

balances within the portfolio.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Yeah, I was just trying to

14

quickly skim to see if there was a reduction in some

15

category where it would have changed one category to

16

another but what opt -- first glance, I didn't see

17

it.

18

Thank you.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Again, members, if you do think of a

19

question later, by all means, forward it to the

20

staff; and we will prepare it for transmittal to the

21

department for appropriate response.

22

Just one quick question for the Treasurer, is

23

our portfolio balanced enough?

24

two -- two basic as agents, First Hawaiian; and then

25

you mentioned the other portfolio management.

I know we just used
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1

the amount of funds responsibly in each account or

2

are we heavy -- too heavy in one area and that you

3

need authorization to -- or to transfer or anything

4

to make use of the quickly changing economic

5

climate?

6

MS. DOODAN:

Thank you for your question, Chair.

Actually

7

we maintain approximately $110,000 -- million

8

dollars in cash.

9

in those portfolios are viewed as mid to long-term

So, the moneys that have been put

10

versus what we have available to meet the operating

11

needs of the County.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

How often do you reassess those

13

portfolio management companies to see if we should

14

put in a consideration to change, once a year?

15

MS. DOODAN:

We -- actually we -- I review them monthly

16

with my staff, and they're reviewed quarterly with

17

the Investment Committee.

18

conference call with each of the portfolio managers,

19

with the Director of Finance, the Deputy Director

20

and myself.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

We also have quarterly

Can you share with the

22

committee the makeup of the Investment Committee,

23

please?

24
25

MS. DOODAN:

The makeup of the investment committee is

Managing Director Jack Kulp.

It's Keith Regan,
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1

Director of Finance; Wayne Fujita, Deputy Director

2

of Finance and myself as Treasurer.

3

have my assistant -- my accountant, Thanaid

4

Ura1wong, sit in the meetings as well.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

MS. DOODAN:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And I usually

Are records kept of those meetings?

Yes, sir, we have minutes.
Okay.

Thank you.

It seems the Treasurer

8

has her finger right on the button at all times,

9

members.

Any -- if there's no other questions for

10

Treasury, I would like to excuse the Treasurer and

11

bring the next division forward.
Okay.

12
13

MS. DOODAN:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. REGAN:

Thank you, Ms. Doodan.

Thank you.
Director Regan, your next division, please?

Okay.

I think -- I don't see Ty here.

So,

16

we're going to try and go and find him; but if we

17

could possibly, Chair, move on to the purchasing

18

program.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. REGAN:

21
22

Okay.

Please do.

So, at this time I'd like to welcome down Greg

King, our Purchasing Administrator.
Within the purchasing program, Chair, we

23

have -- if you -- on the detail, 7-12 and 7-13 and a

24

proposal, 7-12, we have two requests for expansion

25

within that division.

We're looking at expanding
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1

the training within the division to $2,000, an

2

additional 2,000 and also -- and then also we're

3

looking at performing some office health

4

improvements, purchasing some equipment to improve

5

the -- I guess the

6

MR. KING:

7

MR. REGAN:

Ergonomics.
-- yeah, ergonomics of the office furniture

8

within there.

9

for that.

And we're looking for about $3,000

And I think Greg King can go ahead and

10

give some details as to what he plans on doing with

11

those expansion requests.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. KING:

Thank you.

Okay.

Mr. King?

Thank you, Chair and members.

The

14

the $2,000 reflects

15

hasn't gone through any significant training for

16

since about the mid '90s, like '96.

17

a -- there's a new procurement policy institute

18

to -- which is being started at the State level

19

through the

20

I -- and this is -- this request for expansion is in

21

anticipation of some -- some training programs that

22

would be -- might be beneficial that will be really

23

tailored towards County -- towards State procurement

24

law versus just general procurement stuff.

25

the Purchasing Division

And there's

through the law school there.

And

And if and when that happens, we'd like to be
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able to take advantage of that.

2

The $3,000 for the ergonomic equipment, that's

3

basically -- we had a workers' comp claim in our

4

our division; and it was recommended at that time to

5

hire an Occupational Therapist to come look at our

6

situation.

7

it would cost to -- it's mostly chairs and a few

8

other devices to get our office up to ergonomic

9

standards.

10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And he did, and this is basically what

Thank you, Mr. King.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

Mr. Molina.
No.

Mr. Kane?

No.
Mr. Carroll?
Yes.

Ms. Tavares?

On last year in the 2003

budget, you mentioned on-line requisitioning -MR. KING:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

Mr. Mateo?

Ms. Johnson?

20

22

Mr. Nishiki,

questions?

12

19

That's the $2,000.

Yes.
-- for the County departments.

Could you give us the status of that?
MR. KING:

We're still actually waiting for -- there's

24

a -- the -- in order to do that, it's kind of

25

contingent upon having the -- having the IFAS
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system -- our

IFAS is our integrated

2

accounting

3

sufficient speed where we can have lots of users on

4

there.

or accounting system -- in a -- at a

We're in the process -- MIS is in the process

5

6

of upgrading that to the new server now.

7

it's kind of complicated.

8

server and on a new database from Informix to

9

Oracle, and I'm in the process

10

with some of the testing.

11

debugging it now.

They're--

They're putting on a new

I'm helping out

And so, we're kind of

As soon as that happens, then we can proceed

12
13

with our paperless initiatives.

14

would do is go back and retrain

we've tried to

15

train a lot of people on inquiry.

And what that

16

does is allows people to learn -- you know, learn

17

some of the functionality of the system and be able

18

to look stuff up.

21

That's kind of the first level.

The second level is plain paper purchase

19

20

The first thing I

orders.

And we -- we've actually done that already.
The third level -- the third step would be

22

on-line receiving where the departments, instead of

23

sending a purchase order to claims after they

24

receive something, they would do that on-line.

25

that will be kind of the third step; and that will
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involve some training.

2

And part of that step is we -- we anticipate

3

also getting rid of the -- getting rid of the

4

department copy of the purchase order.

5

step we would -- they would print their own purchase

6

order if they need to see a hard copy of iti but,

7

otherwise, the information would be available

8

on-line and they would be able to use -- look it up

9

on-line.

At that same

10

And then the final step is trying to get rid

11

of the requisition, and that's going to be a little

12

more complicated.

13

year to try to get that to 25 percent.

And that's in our goals for next

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

15

MR. KING:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Uh-huh.
Mr. Pontanilla?
The airfare transportation,

18

does that reflect for your training as far as the

19

cost?

20

MR. KING:

21

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

22

MR. KING:

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Yes.
It is?

Yes, primarily, yeah.

ask that.

Okay.

Thank you.

That was a good question.

I was going to

I wanted to make sure our people can get
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to the training.
Okay.

2

As long as you're satisfied, Mr. King,

3

that you have enough resources to take care of your

4

training -- is this for your whole division, all six

5

people, including yourself, or just specific

6

MR. KING:

Well, I'm not real sure.

kind of programs they're going to offer yet but --

7

8

?:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10
11
12
13

That's two round trips.
Are you anticipating some training on Maui

or you would need to send our people
MR. KING:

Primarily -- primarily Honolulu for the day

would be my guess, yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

14

Mr. King?

15

yes, Mr. Regan.

16

I'm not sure what

MR. REGAN:

Okay.

Any other questions, members, for
If not, thank you very much for

Mr. Chair, I'm sorry, but I think -- and I

17

don't know if you want me to answer this yet or noti

18

but I recall this morning watching -- you had a

19

question regarding the telephone contract provider.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

MR. REGAN:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, we did.

Did you want us to answer that?
If Mr. King is prepared, yes, we'd

23

appreciate some comment on the -- on the contract,

24

the length of term, when the current agreement ends r

25

are -- is the County satisfied with the provider and
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are you looking at extensions or renewing contract?

2

MR. REGAN:

3

MR. KING:

The -- okay.

Go ahead.

The -- I can give you some basic stuff; and

4

then if I forget some of it, you can fill in.

5

contract that we have, it's essentially -- it's

6

essentially in three different areas.

The

One is -- we have a third-party lease for the

7
8

actual hardware.

That's a seven-year commitment or

9

seven-year lease payments that will end June -- at

10

the end of June of 2006 will be the last payment, I

11

believe.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Mr. King, you work with it every

13

day.

For the -- for us and those that are going to

14

be watching, what is hardware?

15

MR. KING:

Well, hard --

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

MR. KING:

This is a hardware.

Okay.

The hardware -- when we -- when we

18

changed the phone system a few years ago, we bought

19

switches -- it's primarily switches that are in --

20

and there's like nine of them, I think, in various

21

locations including -- there's a main one here, a

22

main one in the Police Department.

23

the Water Department, one in Kahului Fire Station,

24

one in War Memorial, one at the base yard, et

25

cetera.
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And so, that's the lease payment is to pay

1

2

for that hardware.

Once we get rid of that hard --

3

you know, once we payoff the hardware, it doesn't

4

mean that the functionality ceased to exists.

5

There's opportunities possibly to upgrade that to IP

6

phones or some new -- IP is a technology where you

7

merge data and

8

you guys think is necessary.

data and phone or whatever else

I'm not sure if -- maybe it's a good time to

9

10

do a survey to see if the phone service is adequate.

11

I know there's new technologies out there,

12

wireless stuff that's coming up.

13

how cost effective that stuff is at this point.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. KING:

like

And I don't know

Okay.

And then the -- and then the -- the second -- I

16

guess the second thing is the -- we have a

17

maintenance con -- we have a contract that was

18

originally with NEC that was -- that it had been

19

assigned to a company called Exponets.

20

maintenance -- maintenance on that -- on the system.

21

That can be bid out.

22

bidding that out at the end of the seven-year --

23

initial seven-year period.

24
25

They do the

I guess -- I was planning on

And then the third component is the -- what's
called the dial tone which is the -- basically the
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1

phone service to the outside world and then also our

2

major trunks between the buildings.

3

was planning to bid that out r againr at the end

4

of -- or end of fiscal year r whatever -- June of

5

before June of 2006.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And, again, I

Thank you for that -- those

7

comments.

Just one more comment r on Page 7-23 in

8

the program budget r we earlier had a question r I

9

guess r regarding the postage program.

Do you have

10

any comments regarding postage?

11

Mr. Kaner if you can restate the question for

12

Mr. King.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And maybe r

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

In a

14

nutshell, my question was:

15

opportunity to track postage increases?

16

that in mind, would we be perhaps anticipating a

17

postage increase for next fiscal year which would be

18

July,

19

'04 to June,

Have we had any
And with

'OS?

And I ask that because Member Carroll and I

20

were talking and he was mentioning that we don't

21

know if Congress at the last increase set a time

22

frame before they could go again an increase.

23

again, these are just questions to match up with the

24

number that was shown as an appropriation proposal.

25

MR. KING:

Do you want to answer that or --
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1

MR. REGAN:

I don't know that

I don't know that Greg

2

you have an answer for that.

3

we would have to do as a -- and I was watching a

4

little bit of this downstairs when this carne up --

5

is to do an analysis and try to do some research in

6

terms of when the next anticipated discussions will

7

corne up regarding an increase in the postage rates.
So, I apologize.

8

9

I mean, I think what

You know,

I don't think

that this was -- that was taken into consideration

10

for this particular budget submission; but if it

11

pleases the Chair and the members, we'd be more than

12

happy to go back and do some research and corne back

13

at a later point in time or submit it in writing to

14

the Committee in terms of what we found upon review,

15

if that's acceptable.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And the only

17

reason I bring it up is because I believe two budget

18

cycles ago we got caught with our pants down,

19

think.

20

increase and we didn't anticipate it.

21

had to deal with it somehow,

22

somewhere else.

23

having this discussion before.

I

I think we ended up where there was an

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And so, we

find the money

I may be wrong, but I remember us

Thank you.
And the response is fine.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

That will be -- that will be

2

forwarded -- any other questions for Mr. King and

3

the Division of Purchasing, members?

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

9

Seeing none, thank you very much,

Mr. King.
Mr. Director, your next division, please.

7

8

Okay.

No.

MR. REGAN:

Certainly.

At this point I'd like to call up

the Real Property Tax Division Administrator,

10

Mr. Lance Okumura, who was here earlier this morning

11

to discuss revenues.

12
13

I'm sorry.

If I may, Chair, I'll go through

the expansion requests.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

MR. REGAN:

Please do so.
Page?

I'm sorry.

7-15 on the details, 7-21 and 7-23

17

also on the details and 7-16 on the proposed budget

18

submission.

19

pOsitions.

20

for an equipment expansion.

21
22

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7-15 are the expansion request for
7-21 is for some operations, and 7-23 is

Okay.

Mr. Director, if you can highlight

those.
MR. REGAN:

Sure.

The Administrator put in a request for

24

expansion for a Compliance Officer at a salary range

25

of -- I'm sorry -- put in a request for a Compliance
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Officer as well as for a Valuation Analyst II.

2

And both of these positions are extremely

3

important to the division in that it will allow us

4

to go back and perform additional research and

5

review and audit of the assessments to ensure that

6

we are properly taxing our property here within the

7

County of Maui.

8

assistant to the current Analyst who will assist

9

that -- our current Analyst perform the necessary

10

The Valuation Analyst is an

calculations that are required.

11

And as the County grows and more and more

12

properties are added, it becomes more -- it becomes

13

a more tasking job for that particular person since

14

that person is the only one that handles that within

15

the County; and she needs some assistance at this

16

point.

17

The Compliance Officer, I think, is pretty

18

self-explanatory in that we're going to be using

19

that position to do some analysis as well as some

20

audit work within the -- within the division.

21

And I -- I think, you know, if we look at

22

what we did with the -- with the condominium

23

reclassification survey, it goes to show that there

24

are areas where we can tighten up the Real Property

25

Tax Division even more so and possibly find some
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1

additional revenues for the County and ultimately

2

possibly save some taxpayers money in the long run.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. OKUMURA:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

7
8

9
10

Thank you.

No, Mr. Chair.
I have a few questions, but I'll allow the

members to start off first with Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Chairman, we're just starting first

with the positions, yeah?
CHAIR HOKAMA:

You can start anywhere within our Real

Property Taxation Division.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

please.

14

Mr. Okumura, comments?

Okay.

Just again for the --

Just give the Director a reference point,

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Detail 7-15 on the

15

Compliance Officer, specifically what -- what will

16

the duties entail for this Compliance Officer?

17

MR. REGAN:

The position will be tasked with the

18

responsibility of ongoing inspection and enforcement

19

of the home exemption, the condominium

20

classification and agricultural use laws and any new

21

programs requiring investigation and verification.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

23

one?

24

MR. REGAN:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And you're just requesting only

That's correct.
The reason I ask is because there's
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1

been this push to make sure everyone is in

2

compliance; and that will be enough, I guess, in

3

your opinion?

4
5

MR. REGAN:

We -- we think, as a starting point, this

would be a good place to start to identify a need.

6

COVNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

MR. REGAN:

Vh-huh.

And then, you know, if we require additional

8

assistance, we can come back next -- next cycle, if

9

at all possible

10

COVNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

MR. REGAN:

12
13

Okay.

-- for an additional expansion request if we

deem it necessary.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

One more question, Chair, on

14

detail 7-23, replacing that 1989 Ford Escort, I can

15

totally agree with that.

16

replace it with a 4-by-4 Jeep Liberty.

17

why?

18

MR. REGAN:

Sure, certainly.

And ultimately you want to
Can I ask

As we have been replacing

19

our vehicles within that particular division, we

20

made it -- we came to a decision that it would be

21

good to have vehicles which could basically go to

22

any location within -- within Maui, basically.

23

We really did not want it to be prohibitive

24

where a -- an Assessor who is going to Hana, let's

25

say, would not be able to go to certain locations
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1

because that particular type of vehicle was not

2

available to that assessor.

3

it -- as we began to replace these vehicles, it

4

would make more sense to have vehicles that could go

5

anywhere on the island.
And, I mean, these

6

So, we really felt that

these Jeep Liberty,

7

they're very fuel efficient.

They're relatively

8

cost effective, low maintenance.

9

had any issues and they get the job done and the

So far, we haven't

10

Assessors are pleased with those vehicles that we

11

have currently.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

We have two right now currently.
Okay.

It looks like you're going

13

to go out into the woodworks -- well, not -- I don't

14

want to say after people, but you got to make sure

15

you can get to them.

16

MR. REGAN:

Yeah.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Mateo?
No questions.

Ms. Johnson.
No.

Mr. Kane?
Just the follow-up on the Jeep

24

Liberty.

Why are you specifically talking about a

25

Jeep Liberty versus, I don't know, spec'ing out
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1

vehicles in the same price range or is it spec'ed

2

specifically for a Jeep Liberty?

3

MR. REGAN:

No, it's just that the last two that we bid

4

out happened to be a Jeep Liberty.

5

if it was just put in here because those were the

6

ones that had won the -- that was the type of

7

equipment that won the bid.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

MR. REGAN:

So, I'm not sure

Uh-huh.

So, we -- we'll go out to bid for this; and

10

whoever's the lowest bidder for this particular type

11

of vehicle -- it's not specifically spec'ed out to

12

be a Jeep Liberty.

13

particular vehicle won the bid two times in a row.

14

So, we're going out.

15

bid on it.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

MR. REGAN:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It just so happens that that

So, it's open.

Anybody can

Thank you for that clarification.

Sure.
And the other one is also a follow-up

19

on the Compliance Officer.

When Member Molina asked

20

you to -- more detailed description, you kind of

21

gave a broad view of all -- all the things that can

22

be looked at.

23

And I don't know if you folks have an

24

intention of focusing in, you know, or prioritizing.

25

I know Member Johnson is -- talked about, you know,
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1

the ag issues which I think we are all -- we all

2

agree that that's going to be an important place

3

where we need to start getting into for compliance

4

in the -- you know, making sure that they're doing

5

what they say they're doing.
But are you folks looking at any sort of

6
7

priority list and then taking that focus so we

8

understand where you folks are focusing your

9

efforts?

10

MR. REGAN:

11

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

12

MR. REGAN:

13

MR. OKUMURA:

14

I'm going to defer to Lance --

-- to maybe answer that a little bit better.
Mr. Chair?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

MR. OKUMURA:

18

Yes,

first of all, it would be

on· the condo survey, the follow-up --

15

17

Thank you.

Okay.

-- and to maintain the data that we've

obtained through this initial survey.
And agricultural use inspection, currently my

19

appraisers use about 20 percent of their time

20

inspecting agricultural use assessments.

21

would like to have that Compliance Officer take that

22

away from them so they can concentrate on

23

appraisal -- on their appraising.

24
25

And I

And there's home exemptions that we've -- you
know, we need to follow-up on.

The clerks as well
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1

as the public has -- have, you know, informed --

2

informs us of potential violators.

3

that, I would want that Compliance Officer to be

4

available for that, too.

5COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

To follow-up on

It sounds like you're going to

6

have your hands full is my point; and I think Member

7

Molina hit it on the head that eventually it seems

8

like you will be coming back for an additional body

9

to handle, I think, what -- what is, again, a full

10
11

plate of compliance issues.
MR. OKUMURA:

Yeah.

The reason we went to one, right now,

12

the appraisers -- appraisal staff is doing most of

13

that anyway.

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15

MR. OKUMURA:

Yeah.

So, as we acclimate this new person into the

16

position and we are able to provide you statistics

17

for justification for another position, then

18

that's -- that was the plan of the Director.

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

MR. OKUMURA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

22
23

Yeah.

Yeah.
And I completely agree with the

approach; and so, I appreciate it.
Finally my other question would be tied into

24

the compliance issues.

Are you folks getting any

25

gauging on -- on illegal structures in properties
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1

especially out in rural and agricultural areas r

2

buildings that are being built illegally?

3

It just seems that we've -- my officer
has been informed there's just a lot of

4

anywaYr

5

people going r wOW r these guys are paying small --

6

you know r because it's on the records.

7

they've got three, four buildings on their property.

8

They're only identifying that they're only supposed

9

to have one.

And r yetr

Is that something that you folks are

10

also looking at or did I miss you saying that

11

already?

12

MR. OKUMURA:

And I'm sorry if I did.
Wellr for

for building violations r that

13

would come under the purview of DSA r I thinkr the

14

Land Use Codes r the building inspectors.
Well, my appraiser -- or we depend on the

15
16

building permits issued; but that doesn't preclude

17

us from picking up -- assisting buildings if we're

18

on-site and we don't have it on record, whether they

19

have a building permit or not, we will assess it for

20

tax purposes.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Now-Yeahr and that's where I come

22

that's where my question is coming from.

23

illegal and if it's there, let's assess it.

24

MR. OKUMURA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

If it's

Yes, we will.
And let -- and let compliance -- you
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1

know, let the land use guys do their jobs; but in

2

the meantime, let's make sure these guys are paying

3

for it.

4

going with that line.

5

MR. REGAN:

So, I mean, that was kind of where I was

Chair, if I may, maybe to address Member

6

Kane's comments that if -- if you're aware of any or

7

if the community's aware of any structures which are

8

not being picked up, by all means, let us know right

9

away; and we'll go ahead and look into that.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

11

MR. REGAN:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Absolutely we want to have it.
Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Carroll, questions?

Ms. Tavares.

Yes, thank you.

On new

15

subdivisions that are being processed and people

16

buying stuff or whatever, are we up-to-date or

17

current on the new properties that are coming

18

on-line as far as tax -- tax assessment?

19

MR. REGAN:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. REGAN:

22
23

Are you talking about the mapping side?
Yes, uh-huh.

Yeah, we're sending everything to the City and

County of Honolulu to be processed.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, they're not -- oh, they're

24

doing not just the backlog but they're doing

25

everything --
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1

MR. REGAN:

It's constant, yeah --

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. REGAN:

current.

-- it's an ongoing flow.

So, we won't ever

4

have an issue, you know, of running into a backlog.

5

So, it's constant.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

So, do we anticipate that

7

we will be continuing to use City and County of

8

Honolulu for now until whenever?

9

MR. REGAN:

Yeah, the -- not now until whenever, but

10

actually what the plan is is to use them in the

11

short-term basis to get through this and provide

12

some assistance while we bring our -- our employees

13

on-line.
I think I spoke about that a little bit in my

14
15

overview; but we have a plan in place where we are

16

going to internally begin to train some employees to

17

bring them into those mapping positions, send them

18

to Honolulu for some training -- this is going to

19

take some time now.

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. REGAN:

Uh-huh.

But we are going to send them to Honolulu for

22

the proper training, and eventually we will wean

23

ourselves off of the need to rely on the City and

24

County of Honolulu to provide that service for us.

25

It's a process, though.

It doesn't happen
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1

overnight, unfortunately; but we have a plan.

2

been laid; and now we're just

3

with that,

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

so ....

6

MR. REGAN:

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

the State?

10

MR. REGAN:

No?

Does that just go directly to

Yeah, that would go to the State.
So, we don't collect any of those

taxes?

12

MR. REGAN:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. REGAN:

15

No, the TATs go to the State.
Uh-huh.

Then the State would return it to us in our

con -- in their contribution to us.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17
18

Well, also, are we collecting the

TAT on vacation rentals.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

16

we're proceeding

TAT on vacation rentals?

5

9

It's

Okay.

So, we don't know who's

paying TAT and who isn't?
MR. REGAN:

19

No, unfortunately -- I think I spoke to this

body regarding some taxation

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

MR. REGAN:

22

Uh-huh.

-- legislation that we were trying to propose,

sharing information --

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

MR. REGAN:

25

?:

Right.

-- between the State

And the County (inaudible).
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MR. REGAN:

-- and, you know, unfortunately my

2

understanding is that neither the House nor the

3

Senate Committees that were tasked with hearing

4

those pieces of legislation heard them.

5

not introduce them.

6

Both bills died, so -- actually, I think there were

7

three, three bills.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

They did

So, unfortunately, they died.

Okay.

Thank you.

I hope you will not be discouraged by that,

Mr. Director.

11

MR. REGAN:

No, we won't.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And that next year you will continue to

13

resubmit proper legislation again for consideration.

14

Sometime it takes a while for an idea to gain

15

momentum.

16

the same manner as we do.

17

questions?

18

I wish the State would view revenue In

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla,

Thank you, Chair.

On the

19

detailed sheet, 7-21, if -- Lance, can you explain

20

the computer services as well as the contractual

21

service and the professional services?

22

MR. REGAN:

Computer services, I believe, is for ongoing

23

maintenance of the CLT IES program, the software

24

that we have.

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Your other question was related to
The contractual service.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. REGAN:

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

4

MR. REGAN:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

7

Versus professional?

Sure.
And the professional services.

And the professional services which is -Which is City & County of Honolulu's

contract.
MR. REGAN:

Okay.

Yeah, so, contractual services would

8

probably be like for the contract that we're doing

9

with the City and County of Honolulu to assist us

10

with the mapping as well as possibly some other

11

smaller contracts to provide services for the -- for

12

the division.

13

professional services, I don't

14

MR. OKUMURA:

I don't know -- in terms of the
defer to Lance.

A part of that is the plans for training for

15

the appraisers.

16

would want -- we're looking into going into a market

17

valuation pros -- assessment.

18

currently using that method, and it's proven to be

19

successful.

20

I mentioned a.while ago that we

City and County is

So, part of that money would be used to train

21

the appraisers, either send them over or possibly

22

bringing in somebody from the Mainland to provide

23

that market valuation training.

24

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki, questions?
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1

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

2

MR. OKUMURA:

What is market valuation?

This is assessment of a -- of properties on

3

the whole value instead of breaking it down,

4

assessing it by building -- land and building.

5

it does is it takes sales -- like, for example, in

6

Wailuku area -- and it breaks down the variables

7

into variables, certain variables.

8

through the massaging of the data, specific land and

9

buildings are compared to each other to determine

10
11

What

And out of that,

value.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

One of your tax representatives here

12

at a meeting, when asked about how close you are to

13

what actual sales price in taxation is, stated that

14

she thought that you guys were really pretty close

15

to taxing almost at sale price.

16

then, looked at, perhaps, improving that process?

17

18

MR. OKUMURA:

Yes.

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

20

further

21

MR. OKUMURA:

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

24
25

That market valuation is a step in

that direction.

19

23

Have you, since

And so, you are scrutinizing

Yes.
on some input given to us by some

skeptic about how you people are doing?
MR. OKUMURA:

Well, one of the by-products of market

valuation, too, is we may not -- you may not need as
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much manpower.

That's why it's very -- it looks

2

very attractive.
As far as the City and County,

3

that's why

4

we've been in contact with them and it's been

5

successful for them.

6

to look into it and see how it would -- we could

7

benefit from that same system.

8
9

10

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

So, we should -- we would want

When you say successful, it meant

basically more revenues collected because you're
looking at it from that point?

11

MR. OKUMURA:

That's one of the by-products.

12

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Did we start with you, Mr. Molina?

14

me.

15

other departments that I have been very hard on in

16

requesting positions such as planning -- either for

17

the Director or division head,

18

requesting a Compliance Officer.

19

My question -- and, again,

Excuse

to be fair to the

this budget, you're

It is to the understanding of this Committee

20

that one or two years ago, we provided a Auditor's

21

position to take care of the compliance

22

requirements.

23

position is being transferred to the Director's

24

Office and now you're asking for another position

25

for compliance.

Now,

it appears that this Auditor
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For me personally as the head of this

1

2

Committee

3

original position and then asked for a position in

4

the Director's Office.

5

Committee as far as how to continue justifying the

6

expansion positions.

l

I would rather you would have filled that

That is fair to the

Just like with planning

7

l

they keep asking for

8

planning -- Planner Ills.

We give them.

They

9

redescribe or transfer them someplace; and next year

10

they come back for another Planner 1111 okay?

11

That's not how to deal with Budget and

12

Finance Committee.

13

another areal by all means

14

don't keep asking me for another compliance position

15

and then

16

someplace else and next year I'm going to see

17

another request for another compliance position is

18

what I'm saying.

19

l

If you need something else in
I

please ask for it; but

when we give l you guys transfer it out to

SOl againl one

l

I hope I'm not -- I won't be

20

deep

I won't be interpreting this in a way that

21

we feel comp -- supportive to give a compliance

22

position; but if you're not going to use it, then

23

ask me for what you really need.

24

Clerk III, ask me for a Clerk III.

25

can make a decision.

If you need a
Then the members

If you need a Abstractor, ask
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for the Abstractor.

2

So, I -- I'm just trying to be upfront with

3

the department -- with all the departments that just

4

ask us for exactly what you need; and when the -- we

5

eat up the support, the members will provide.

6

just don't just transfer or redescribe it out of --

7

out from the authorization; and then next year we're

8

looking at a similar request is what I'm saying.

Then

That's not fair to us because we assume what

9

10

we give is what you folks

11

fill with that body and that you can carryon your

12

program that you justified us in providing that

13

resource is what I -- what I'm putting forth to all

14

the departments.
So, any comments to that, either Mr. Director

15
16
17

what you are going to

or Mr. Okumura?
MR. REGAN:

Mr. Chair, thank you.

And I appreciate your

18

position.

19

will be used for what they're -- what we're asking

20

for.

21

Valuation Analyst II.

22

will be these positions.

23

I can assure you that these positions

We need a Compliance Officer.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

We need a

They will be filled, and they
I can assure you of that.

Is there a reason why, although

24

you have a estimated financial request, you do not

25

have a SR range for us to consider?

This is on
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Page 7-15 of the details.

2

MR. REGAN:

Okay.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

And I'm not too concerned about the step.

4

I would just say that it would be helpful for us to

5

understand where in the salary range these people

6

I would assume the compliance officer is at least a

7

22 minimum

8

MR. REGAN:

It's -actually an 18, Chair.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It's an 18, the comp -- the Compliance

10

Officer?

11

the SR range for the Analyst?

12

MR. REGAN:

Okay.

And then what would you consider

22, Chair.

And just to let you know,

that

13

the -- the position title and the rating has not

14

been sent to the Department of Personnel Services

15

for review and determination yet.

16

didn't have that -- the SRs in that.

17
18
19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Well,

That's why we

thank you for that

explanation, Mr. Director.
The next thing I want to at least have the

20

division prepared, Mr. Okumura, is that I was

21

planning to put forth,

22

staff, the ability to allow each member within their

23

district to recommend five to ten properties to see

24

a comparison between valuation and actual real

25

property tax.

in working with the Committee

And so, they can see the effects as
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1

it regards to their specific districts between,

2

let's say the 2004 year -- budget year and the 2005

3

year.

4

Would that be difficult for you -- for you to

5

help assist the Committee and the members in each

6

district, Mr. Director or Lance?

7

MR. REGAN:

I think, you know, we'd be more than happy to

8

assist the Committee with that request.

9

something we can work on.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's

I think that it would help each member in

11

each district to understand how those differences in

12

valuation and actual tax may be of an interest to

13

you as well as your district so that in case you

14

have questions, you can then be more informed to

15

respond accurately.

16

So, there's

there's no objection, members,

17

I put that to you; and unless there's an objection,

18

I will ask the Committee staff to forward that

19

request to the department and the Real Property

20

Division to be prepared.

21

assist us by specifying, at a minimum, five

22

properties, at a maximum, ten properties.

23

want it to be so overbearing that it will be

24

difficult.

25

And I need each of you to

I don't

So, you can choose various categories,
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2

improved, ago
MR. TAGUCHI:

Lance, do you have some comments?

Just a brief comment.

The idea here is to

3

allow the members to get an understanding of Fiscal

4

Year End 2004 versus Fiscal Year End proposed 2005

5

valuation and actual tax.
And this will give you a good idea of the

6
7

different types of changes within your areas of the

8

upcoming budget and effects.

9

going to probably find that certain types of

In other words, you're

10

properties valuation may increase greater than

11

others; but it will give you a good understanding, I
think, for your -- as far as your area and your

13
14
15
16

constituents.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any questions for the staff, members?

Mr. Kane?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, we're identifying the properties

17

simply by address, Tax Map Key number?

18

in the

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. TAGUCHI:

How is that

how are we proceeding with that?
Lance, if you could assist us.
The easiest would be through the TMK number.

21

We have the ability do searches either by name or by

22

address or by TMK on the real property tax Web site.

23

And this is just an -- a way for you to get a

24

feel because all properties are impacted

25

differently.

Some will have greater increase in
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appreciation in the upcoming year.

2

valued and their appreciation is less.

3

various types of properties that you may want to get

4

a feel for in the upcoming budget and how the

5

appreciation has affected these properties.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8
9

Okay.

And there's

Thank you.
Staff will be available to assist

you in your selection.
MR. REGAN:

Others have been

Mr. Director?

I was just going to say, Chair -- and I

10

apologize.

11

probably, if you wanted to, have the breakouts of

12

our projected revenue -- I mean, projected values

13

for the different classes according to like

14

districts.

15

information if that would be

16

helpful because then it gives a

17

picture of what's happening in the district, if

18

you'd like.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. REGAN:

21
22

I don't mean to distract; but we could

I mean, we could probably get that
that would be more
I guess, a bigger

Uh-huh, uh-huh.

I mean, I -- I leave it to you guys.

I mean,

it's up to you.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

That would be helpful.

That

I consider

23

that to be useful information for all of you.

24

thank you for that suggestion, Mr. Director.

25

work with you in getting that forwarded to each of
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the Committee members.

2
3

4

Members, any other questions for the areas -Ms. Tavares?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you.

When I was

5

talking about the vacation rentals and the TAT and

6

we don't collect that, are we taxing vacation

7

rentals at the hotel tax rate?

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

MR. OKUMURA:

10
11
12
13

Department?
No.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

they are, residential, apartment or whatever?
MR. OKUMURA:

Okay.

Are you referring to condominiums or

residential homes?

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

MR. OKUMURA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17
18

So, you're taxing them at whatever

Both.

Well-All vacation rentals wherever they

are.
MR. OKUMURA:

Condominiums, if they are a short-term

19

rental, we will assess them as -- we will -- we'll

20

classify them as hotel.

21

our -- are you talking about bed and breakfast or

22

any type of --

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

In the residential areas,

No, vacation rentals, not bed and

24

breakfasts, the ones that we know are ad -- being

25

advertised as vacation rentals.

You know/ we had
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1

this go around some while back about writing a new

2

ordinance for vacation rentals.

3

where that is; but in the meantime t

4

receiving what I think is a fair tax from these

5

businesses, whether they're legal or illegal in the

6

vacation rental area.

And I don't know
we are not

I mean, we have a permitting and process to

7
8

go through for bed and breakfasts.

And even those t

9

I don't know where we're at; but to me,

these are

10

two areas where I don't think we understand the

11

impact of what's happening out there as far as the

12

numbers of these.

13

short-term rentals and the condos t we should perhaps

14

be going after the vacation rentals to actually tax

15

them at the use that they're using them for.

16

?:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

18
19

And just as we went after the

High -- the highest one.
Highest uses is a vacation rental.

And we're missing out on that source of revenue.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

What I can ask the Director and maybe

20

Mr. Okumura is -- and I may be wrong but my

21

understanding was that the Mayor was considering a

22

type of task force to look into this subject area.

23

I don't -- I'm not sure if he did institute

24

such a volunteer committee to address or investigate

25

the concern; but we'd -- we would appreciate any
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1

information you can share with us/ particularly we

2

do have interest within this Committee regarding

3

time-share and so -- to be taxed at a different

4

level from hotel for various reasons/ whether it be

5

some -- you believe that they're not paying their

6

share through the TAT and pay through a TOT or

7

occupancy tax and whether or not that is an accurate

8

amount to adjust the impacts.

9

But I have no problem with breaking it out

10

and adding a specific category for time shares and

11

transient vacation rentals even to be charged at a

12

rate higher than hotels to recapture the negative

13

mitigating circumstances that we try to address

14

through the TAT collections and how we require them

15

to pay certain improvements or amenities within the

16

community.
One second.

17

18
19

Any comment from the department

at this time?
MR. REGAN:

You know, Chair, I have no comment, per se;

20

but I think/ you know, we'd be willing to work

21

with -- with the committee on something like that.

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And, again, I just share that because

23

already in the existing general plan that people say

24

we need to give more validity and attention to, it

25

is a very straightforward policy that there will be
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1

no short-term rentals in residential areas.

2

in the existing general plan, members.

3

and verify that.
Hold on.

4
5
6

It is

You can go

I had questions from Ms. Johnson.

Everyone will have their opportunity.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Is Keith -- with regard to the

7

Transient Occupancy Tax, I know that you had

8

informed me before that we don't get any part of the

9

Transient Occupancy Tax for time-shares.

If there

10

is a report, however, let's say, that's sent into

11

the State, do we ever get that copy of that report

12

of what they pay?

13

MR. REGAN:

We wouldn't -- I'm sorry.

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. REGAN:

Chair?

Mr. Director.

You know, without that information sharing

16

legislation, we are not privy to any of that

17

information.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, even on TAT just -- or on

19

occasion the time-shares will rent out rooms and

20

they're taxed as hotel rooms.

21

reporting process of how we actually get them, the

22

TAT, is that also not shared with us?

23

our share?

24
25

MR. REGAN:

We just get our share.

Through that

We just get

And I -- and I did a

little bit of research in regards to the HRS which
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pertains to what time-shares pay into the Transient

2

Accommodations Tax.

3

one-half of the maintenance fee or something like

4

that on a monthly basis per room.

5

was like $500

6

sticks out in my mind at this point.

7

meanr you know r it's --

8

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

9

comparison

10

MR. REGAN:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And it's something -- it's like

I think it

SOl

for some reason l the number 500

SOr

And

SOl

I

it's a minute amount in

It's a small amount r yeah.
-- to the transient

12

accommodations.

13

asked that question because that was going to be

14

my -- one of my questions r

15

TAT r

16

looking at time-shares versus hotels because I

17

recently sat on the time-share task force.

18

Yes r

and I'm really glad that you

toor in regard to the

the TOT and then the valuations basically

Our final report has not come out yet; but

19

that was one of the biggest things that we were

20

concerned about that we did learn that in terms of

21

how they're actually taxed or assessed r

22

we're looking at is a time-share and a hotel in

23

terms of their assessment is pretty much the same.

24
25

And r

rather r what

yetI I was trying to understand how they

could generate such huge amounts of revenues
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1

actually within the sales that are taking place

2

through the time-share sales.

3

explained to me -- and this also came out in the

4

task force -- that, well, it's just best and highest

5

use; but, you know,

6

concern because the hotel people that participated

7

in this group -- at least one of them expressed very

8

deep concerns that the hotel industry was being

9

unfairly penalized because they were having to pay

And then Mr. Regan

to me, it really is an area of

10

the TAT.

It was not on a level basis with the TOT

11

and that, in terms of what their real property tax

12

was,

13

being penalized for being a hotel.

14

glad that you're looking at this because it's really

15

important to me.

it was very unfair to the hotels.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So,

They were
I'm really

Thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Chair.

Two brief points

18

and just to follow-up on Member Johnson's point.

19

Actually there's a combination of things on top of

20

not paying TAT, their -- their percentage of

21

occupancy is, on average, almost 20 percent more

22

than a hotel, which means that they're at 90-plus

23

percent all year around.

24
25

And

SOl

that -- if you compound that to the

impacts on our infrastructure, on our beaches, on
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you know, everything all the way around, on

1

our

2

top of the fact that they're not paying TAT, that

3

will give us,

4

to have the consideration when we get into that

5

discussion.

I think, enough justification for us

So, that's one point.

The other point was for the

6

for the

7

Compliance Officer, on -- I'm talking about illegal

8

vacation rentals because we don't have something

9

yet.

10

So, all vacation rentals out there are illegal

right now, yeah, today?

11

So, is that person able to download the -- I

12

don't know how many thousands of sites there are if

13

you just plug in vacation rental Maui or something

14

to that effect in the search engine and you download

15

all that and they go through that and send them

16

little notices or something to start the -- start

17

the ball rolling on catching these guys.

18

don't know if the Compliance Officer could have a

19

role in that.

20

MR. REGAN:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. REGAN:

And I

Yeah, we -- Chair?
Mr. Director.

You know, we've done some preliminary research

23

on the Web; and there's a tremendous amount of

24

information out there that could help a Compliance

25

Officer, you know,

find these.

So, I mean --really,
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1

it's -- to me, it's up to the Administrator how he

2

wants to use that person for that position.

3

would

4

we could consider doing and adding to that.

5

And I

I would think that that would be something

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And just finally, Mr. Chair, because

6

those guys are the highest use -- I mean, those are

7

the highest classification, if they were legal, they

8

would be the hotel rate.

9
10

MR. REGAN:

Right.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Or in that -- you know, in that

11

classification area.

12

us,

13

over a period of time, provide the relief to the

14

people who aren't stressing who are carrying the

15

load now are the ones that we can provide the relief

16

to by catching the guys who are taking the free ride

17

right now.

so, that way, we can -- you know, as a policy

18

19
20
21
22

So, for us, it would benefit

Anyway, so that was just a point.
the discussion, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Appreciate

Thank you.

Mr. Carroll, questions?

Ms. Tavares, questions?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I think coming into that,

23

could we get a status as to the -- the computer

24

system and the program and where are we now?

25

all the bugs worked out on the real property tax
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computer system?

2

MR. OKUMURA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. OKUMURA:

Mr. Chair?
Mr. Okumura.
Yes, our lAS system is up and running.

5

We're -- we still have, you know, problems related

6

with normal usage.

7

26.

We're what we call in version

See, what --

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

MR. OKUMURA:

My goodness.

-- what happens if -- this is -- CLT is a

10

nation-wide com -- vendor.

11

every so often they have version updates.

12

whether Maui County, you know, buys into that update

13

completely or percentage or whatever, it's provided

14

for the whole system.

15

do that, we sometimes run into some difficulties but

16

we've been doing real well.

17

at least one every year a version update.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

classifications?

20

MR. OKUMURA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

22

MR. OKUMURA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24
25

And what happens is
And

And this is where when they

Every -- we will have

So, are we capable now of adding

Yes, we are.
PITT Codes?

Yes.
A thought, Mr. Chairman, that we

could do -- do a PITT Code for vaca -- time-shares.
Mr. Chairman, I was -- I was going to suggest
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1

that -- I believe Ms. Vencl will be back tomorrow

2

morning; and she may be able to address some of the

3

questions that members are asking and concerns that

4

we have regarding the TAT and the TOT and just what

5

happens, what that looks like.
I know we don't get a share of the TOT.

6

And,

7

you know, by comparison, some numbers that Ms. Vencl

8

would probably be able to provide for us that really

9

could clarify where we stand in the -- in the

10
11

TAT/TOT picture.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

What we'll do, members -- and I don't mean

12

to cut off -- obviously Real Property Division makes

13

all of us think very hard; and there's been a lot of

14

good comments, questions.

15

But I would like to finish up Finance; and we

16

have two more divisions at least, DMV and Accounts.

17

And so, we will, one, in -- try and contact

18

Ms. Vencl this afternoon, ask her if she can provide

19

some comment during the testimony portion for

20

tomorrow as it regards to question posed by

21

Ms. Tavares.

22

And I know where I started.

So, let me

23

finish up with, Mr. Pontanilla, any other questions

24

for Mr. Okumura on the division?

25

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

No.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Real quick, one question.

Sure.
When a hotel unit is changed to a

time-share[ are you notified?

5

6

Mr. Nishiki?

MR. OKUMURA:

Yes, we -- they have to register it with the

DCCA.

7

8

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

9

MR. OKUMURA:

Okay.

And we work off that list that they provide

us.

10
11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Molina?

No.

Mr. Mateo?

I think we -- I had -- I gave

you an opportunity.

15
16

?:

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

Thank you.

Yeah, that's fine.
Okay.

Yes, Mr. Kane?
Just point of information, Kauai,

because they relied upon

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Time-share.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

-- time-shares and that -- it's saved

23

them from chaos as far as economic chaos after

24

Hurricane Iniki.

25

requested from Councilmember Tokioka of Kauai is to

What they found and have already
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1

provide us information on -- there's a difference

2

time-shares, there's two types.

3

had their law currently set up, one of them --

4

there's a loophole for one of them.

5

already currently working to close that loophole.

7

information to

8

Committee.

10

So, they are

And so, I've asked him to forward that

6

9

And the way they

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

USi

and then I'll pass it on to the

We
But that will help us, too.

Because

11

I think they have groups versus -- I'm -- there's

12

different types of time-shares.

13

know that so we

14

we do our take, we got to make sure we close the

15

loopholes.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And so, we need to

when we do our -- you know, when

And if you don't mind, since you've already

17

started the communication with Mr. Tokioka, our

18

colleague from Kauai, if you could have him at least

19

frame the situation because after the hurricane --

20

hurricanes, I should say, including Iwa, the amount

21

of inventory under hotel had a dramatic change

22

because of the Waiohai, Poipu and all those

23

facilities that were damaged got wiped off the

24

inventory.

25

And so -- so we can get a good grasp of how
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time-share fits to hotel r we should be able to

2

understand the physical inventory of what occurred

3

when that hurricanes came in and did that major

4

damage because it didn't -- they didn't maintain

5

that current hotel count now r members.

6

lot of major hotels that got wiped out and zeroed

7

out their room count.

8

a -- I think a more fair perspective r if you canr

9

Mr. Kane.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

So, that would help us get

Thank you.

I will.

If -- againr anything else for

12

Mr. Okumura r we'll forward it.

13

very much.

14
15

That was a

And we thank you

Mr. Director r your next division r please.
MR. REGAN:

Thank your Chair.

I'd like to call forward

16

Lito Vila r Division of Motor Vehicles and Licensing

17

Administrator.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

MR. REGAN:

Okay.

Thank you.

As he's coming UPr I ' l l just quickly go over

20

some of the requests.

21

position requests for this particular division which

22

can be found on 7-17 of the details and 7-16 of the

23

proposed budget as submitted.

24
25

We have a number of expansion

As you can see -- I won't go through every
single one of them; but we do have one Driver's
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License Examiner as we're requesting.

2

let's see.

3

six -- seven Service Rep lIs for the front office as

4

well as for our satellite offices.

5

positions for our back officer one for the call

6

center r one for the mail center.

7

We have --

We have one r two r three r four r fiver

And we have two

Essentially -- I know that during the last

8

cycle we came forward with a request for some

9

expansion positions within the division; and

10

unfortunatelYr for whatever reason r those requests

11

didn't make it into the budget.

12

But we are back again this year asking for

13

the same positions.

14

positions.

15

have -- we have relatively long waiting times down

16

at the DMV.

17

aggravation.

18

to open four days a week.

19

them open five days a weekr if at all possible; and

20

these positions will allow us to accommodate that.

21

We desperately need these

Our operations are stretched.

We

It's causing a -- a lot of the
Our satellite offices are only allowed
We'd like to try to have

There is a demand from the community for

22

five-day-a-week operations as well as, you know r

23

this -- these positions would allow us to maintain

24

the operations if one of those employees are out

25

sick or on vacation.

We wouldn't have to shut down
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1

like we do right now t which causes a lot of -- you

2

know t

3

trying to use our services when we have to close

4

down an operation unexpectedly.

causes a lot of problems for some people

5

These are -- these are much needed.

The

6

division has been growing year after year.

The

7

responsibilities are growing year after year

8

need to be able to provide much needed services.

9

And I -- and our overtime is growing tremendously

t

and we

10

and we need to be able to curb that and the best way

11

to do that is to look at -- or one of the ways to do

12

that is to look at filling positions within the

13

department -- within the division.

14

So, those are our requests for positions and

15

maybe if you want to take those first; and then we

16

can talk about the operations and equipment

17

requests.

18
19
20
21
22

Chair,

I don't know what your pleasure is on

that but ....
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Vila, do you have any comments at this

time?
MR. VILA:

Yes.

If I may, Mr. Chair, I'd like to add on

23

to what Mr. Regan had said; and if -- if it's not a

24

problem, I would

25

members, again, some background of our operation to

li~e

to provide the Council
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1

put things in context and perhaps maybe paint an

2

overall picture of the vision that we have for the

3

division and how these positions will play into that

4

so that it's not just adding positions but I'd like

5

to add some rhyme to the reason, to say.

6

may --

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

MR. VILA:

9

So, if I

Just be succinct about it, Mr. Vila.

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Well, as you all know, the division has

10

had reorganized in 2002 where our division has been

11

realigned to provide the customer service delivery

12

in -- on the basis of how we interact with the

13

customers.

14

back office.

15

everyone that comes in face-to-face contact, and the

16

back office deals with pretty much everything else.

17

So, we have the front office and the
Basically the front office deals with

While that -- our organization structure

18

provided a solid foundation to enhance our service

19

delivery, numerous problems and challenges needs to

20

be addressed and maintained, as Mr. Regan has said,

21

our operational viability.

22

And we're -- we're categorizing these

23

problems into two major areas; and basically the

24

inputs from the customers and -- and as the

25

customers demand what -- what are the customers
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1

feeling, what are they telling our staff and how do

2

we react to that and the internal operations

3

problems that we have in terms of providing relief

4

to the satellite offices.

5

MR. REGAN:

You know, Chair, I think/ you know/ we made

6

these arguments last year.

7

members are very familiar with what our challenges

8

are; and if there's any questions/ we can entertain

9

them at this time/ I guess/ if that's your pleasure/

10
11

So/ I think maybe the

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

And/ again/ I -- you know/ no discourtesy

12

to Mr. Vila.

13

to this Committee.

14

you know/ he will have his opportunity to be able to

15

explain his full division's requirements.

16
17

You know/ every division is important
And I will assure Mr. Vila that/

So/ I will ask the members to have questions.
You did point out the areas of expansion.

18

Let me first ask Mr. Vila/ what would you

19

your -- what would you inform the Committee this

20

afternoon in round numbers or percent -- from the

21

motor vehicle registration fees/ what would you say

22

it covers of your total DMV expenditures/50

23

percentr 10 percent, 90 percent?

24

most educated response be/ Mr. Vila?

25

MR. VILA:

What would your

Of the $14.50 registration fee?
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. VILA:

The MVR fees.

The MVR fees.

We register approximately 120 to

3

130,000 cars -- vehicles a year.

4

multiply that by that amount.

5

that are coming in on the registration fee.

6
7

8
9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

MR. VILA:

My total requirements for my salaries and

operational expenses combined would be about 2
million 2.

That's--

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

million.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

1.885.

What is that, Mr. Kane?
14.50 times 130,OOO?

18

MR. VILA:

19

MR. REGAN:

20

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So -- so about

22

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Continue.

25

$1.885

requirements is about -COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

24

1. 885.

So, the difference between your

17

23

And

funds, what would that come out to, approximately?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

That's the revenues

Compared to your total DMV requirements of

11

15

So, we would

What was it, 2.2?

2.2.
400,000.

question.

400,000.
yeah, 370,000.

I know Riki asked a

Did we get a figure, Dain?

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes, Mr. Chair, and just to get the

return, 379 divided by 130,000 equals -- it will be
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1

another -- before the break even, you would have to

2

add approximately another $2.95 to break even.

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

MR. REGAN:

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

To the registration.

Based on the numbers given.

venue.

I think maybe Riki was pursuing that

I cannot speak for him.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

10

To the registration.

Yeah, Mr. Chair.

Yeah, go ahead, Charmaine.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If I -- I can interject here, I

11

think we had the -- started this discussion last

12

year when we were asking the department and the

13

program to figure out what was their cost associated

14

with running the motor vehicle registration part of

15

their operation so that we could see if the fees

16

were, in fact,

17

and maintain the program.

18

in line with what it took to operate

So, I believe that's where Mr. Hokama was

19

going with that line of questioning.

20

your knowledge, then, that 2.2 million is what you

21

have kind of come up with as what could be

22

attributed to the motor vehicle registration side of

23

what your operation is?

24
25

MR. VILA:

So, it -- to

Well, that 2.2 million is actually what I

submitted.

Since then, I believe that amount has
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been slashed a little bit -- a little.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. VILA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Reduced?

Reduced to what is actually submitted.
Okay.

Then, also, does that 2.2

5

or whatever you submitted count your additional

6

personnel or your expansion personnel?

7

MR. VILA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9
10

Yes,

they do.
It does?

You said you submitted a

revised what it cost?
MR. VILA:

That was my submittal to our Budget Director

11

through Mr. Regan.

12

administration approved amount for my budget that's

13

part of this.

14

look through the current budget proposal to see what

15

the exact difference is.

16
17

I have yet to receive the final

I haven't really had the chance to

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh, you submitted for an increase

in the motor vehicle registration fee?

18

MR. VILA:

No,

I did not.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MR. VILA:

Oh, okay.

Keep in mind, though,

that the division also

21

administers a lot of other functionsi and if you're

22

going to just increase the motor vehicle

23

registration fee, we also issue driver licenses,

24

business licenses and the whole gamut.

25

actually part of all of this overall expenses then.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So, did you do a study or track

2

what amount of costs are associated with each of

3

those different categories?

4

MR. VILA:

No, we -- we have not -- I believe we talked

5

about that the last time, whether or not we're going

6

to go on a -- migrate over to a cost per service

7

type of, I guess, evaluation of our -- for each of

8

the services.

We have not gone to that extent.

That is beyond my means to do that, to -- to

9
10

evaluate and come out.

11

somebody professional come in to do that.

12
13
14
15
16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

We'd probably have to get

I don't mean to monopolize the

questions, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:
Lito?

No, I -- any other questions for

Jo Anne, go ahead.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I know because one of the

17

functions that you do is ocean recreation permits;

18

and because of the fact that we -- in order to

19

implement and take that function away from your

20

department and put it with Parks, we would basically

21

have to have our environmental assessment done.

22

That's not going to be done.

23

So, I hate to be the bearer of bad news; but

24

it looks like that's going to stay for a while in

25

your department.

Do you have any idea what amount
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1

of time that takes up or is it relatively limited

2

amount of time when people come in to do those

3

permits?

4
5

MR. REGAN:

You know, can I -- let me answer that, Chair,

if that's okay.

6

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

7

MR. REGAN:

Go ahead.

The ocean recreation activity permits being

8

handled currently by the department are being

9

handled by pretty much one of the supervisors in

10

addition to her already full plate of

11

responsibilities within the division.
And, you know, in anticipation of this -- of

12

13

the permits being moved out of the division, you

14

know, it would have allowed her to take on her

15

normal responsibilities in a much more expanded

16

role; but now hearing that we may end up having that

17

ocean rec responsibility for an undisclosed period

18

of time kind of concerns me a little more because I

19

think there's more to the discussion that we may

20

have to have.

21

I don't know that -- I guess I need -- I'd

22

need to know how long we're planning on keeping it

23

within the Finance Department so that we can go back

24

and identify what our costs are going to be for

25

that.

I -- I wish I had an answer for your but -- I
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mean, I guess I have some other questions that need

2

to be answered first prior to me giving you an

3

answer on that.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I'm sorry.
Mr. Chair, if I might, what

5

from what my understanding is,

just to do an

6

environmental assessment, it's a minimum between 140

7

to roughly 200 days.

8

to complete it.

That's what you're looking at

And it's my understanding there's -- the

9
10

Parks Department will be asking us for the money

11

because they had no idea this was going to cost us

12

around $200,000.

13

the need for completing the environmental

14

assessment.

15

MR. REGAN:

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, everything seems to hinge on

Uh-huh.
So, I -- I mean,

just in my

17

estimation, I would be looking at from now until the

18

end of the year because we will have to deal with

19

this in Parks.

20

But I think from my perspective looking at

21

what you're submitting in terms of your budget

22

operationally, do you think that you would have

23

given the budget that you've got here and given

24

what, you know, you mayor may not be taxed with, is

25

that still going to be sufficient for you to conduct
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your operations in the way that you believe you need

2

to do it?

3

MR. VILA:

If I get the additional bodies, we will do our

4

very best to do it.

5

However, those new positions, just keep in mind I

6

have to go through an extensive training program to

7

get them on line.
And also, for your information, the

8
9

I'm very confident that we can.

supervisor that is currently handling the ocean rec,

10

which is a lot of time on her hands -- not just on

11

the processing but the inquiries dealing with the

12

myriad of permit holders that we have every day,

13

she'll be scheduled to retire this year.

14

also have a brain drain.

15

So, I will

So, unfortunately should that happen, that a

16

good portion of that probably will elevate to myself

17

because I

18

within my organization.

19

mind.

you know, I'll have a chain reaction
So, please, keep that in

20

However, having said that, if that's the case

21

as it may be, I would think we have no choice but to

22

try to continue to do the best we can with what we

23

have.

24

to how we can do that, yeah?

25

And, again, we'd look for your assistance as

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Yes/ Mr. Nishiki.
Chair.

I always want to try to find

3

how we can come up with the money to give them those

4

positions and -- and I know Charmaine has brought

5

this up once and -- I don't know -- perhaps another

6

member.
Lito, a lot of people that come and pay their

7
8

bills really can come -- like vehicle registration,

9

if they got a current insurance and safety sticker

10

and everything else, they can mail it in; but they

11

come and take up our time by having to come to the

12

County with it because that's they way they've done

13

it in the past.

14

And if this kind of traffic -- and I don't

15

know where else -- are those that are coming --

16

making this process harder, Mr. Chairman, then I say

17

that those that come for that reason/ we charge them

18

more if they can strictly mail it in.

19

And those that mail it in, I guess, pay the

20

normal price; but we can -- what do you call it,

21

Charmaine?

22

causing government to become less efficient?

23

They're causing us more work?

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Charge it at the counter because they're

Well, I would say, Mr. Nishiki, that we

know -- through the last few years we have at least
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discussed it.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I think Ms. Tavares -Yeah.

-- recommended on-line registration as one

4

way.

5

supporting mail in.

6

in his division is trying to do through the

7

purchasing credit card program to be paperless as

8

much as possible.

9

You're recommending the -- you know,
Of course, you heard Mr. King

So, one of the things that I thank you for

10

bringing up as part of our review of each division's

11

request, that we need to understand at what level of

12

efficiency are they currently operating?

13

room for additional improvement?

14

what does that mean to the traditional way of

15

addressing it which is throw more money and bodies?

16

Is there

And if so, what

And, again, I think that is why it will be

17

helpful of having each department send their

18

organizational chart to us so we can understand

19

why -- when they're shifting, what it means; and

20

hopefully it will also be part of the adjustments in

21

their measurements because if we cannot measure it,

22

then we cannot appropriate the right resource which

23

means then they cannot manage it properly which, in

24

turn, means the level of service is not

25

satisfactory.

And then we go right back in the
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cycle allover again.

2

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah.

Okay.

And so, you know, that's one of the

4

things that I've learned.

5

as nonprofits, daily review those standards of

6

efficiency, resources, managing and continuing to

7

consider that question.

So, I thank you for that.

Ms. Tavares?

8

9

Private sector, as well

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you.

I'm wondering

10

if -- if Mr. Vila has statistics or guesstimates by

11

month of the number of transactions that go through

12

the service center or at the satellite.

13

track of those -- those kinds of things?

14

MR. VILA:

Just to a limited degree.

Do you keep

I can get you total

15

year-end because it's pretty much a trade-off.

16

can spend -- have my staff spend time tracking what

17

we have or providing the service.

18

some minimal staff -- statistics monthly as well as

19

annual.

20

the --

21

I

So, I do keep

I'll be more than happy to share that with

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chair, if we could have

22

that shared -- shared with us because I know -- you

23

know, that's my little -- one of my song and dance

24

things or one of my soapboxes.

25

more soapboxes as I get older for some reason, but

I'm getting more and
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1

this business about trying to change a behavioral

2

pattern of our society is not easy and one of the

3

them being that if you can mail it in, mail it in.

4

And for those people who are mailing it in,

5

why do we have to now foot the bill for people who

6

don't, who procrastinate or do whatever?

7

would be interested in seeing whatever data he's

8

been able to collect.

9

are your greeters

10

MR. VILA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

MR. REGAN:

13

that come in --

15

MR. REGAN:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MR. REGAN:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21
22

You don't have any yet?

We have -- Mr. Chair, we have RSVP volunteers

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

Perhaps even the persons who

I don't have any greeters now.

14

19

So, I

Oh, volunteers?

Okay.

-- on an intermittent basis
Oh, I see.

-- to assist the department.
So, they just are to help people

to get into the right line?
MR. VILA:

Just to give direction and phone numbers at

this point because they're not trained to do so.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, because I don't have any

23

sympathy -- and I don't mind saying this; and if

24

this means you're not going to vote for me, fine.

25

But I don't have any sympathy with people who have
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to wait in line two, three, four hours to do

2

something they could have done by putting it in the

3

mail.

4

The U.S. mail has been very tried and true

5

and trusty since the Pony Express days.

6

fact that people are grumbling because how long they

7

have to wait in line, I'm sorry.

8

sympathy for that.

9

And the

I don't have any

But what I do have sympathy for is those

10

people who have to be in that line who need to have

11

face-to-face service but have to wait in line for

12

three or four hours because there are people in line

13

that could have mailed it in in a timely manner.

14

That's the part that I just cannot grasp.

15

And if some of the data that Mr. Lito

16

might -- Mr. Vila might have about the numbers of

17

transaction in that, let's get that aired out and

18

let people be aware of what that service center is

19

going through and the demands that are placed on it.

20

And if -- you know, so be it.

If the

21

taxpayers are willing to say, oh, that's okay, let's

22

just go ahead, put these other people on so that we

23

can continue to reinforce the wrong things in our

24

in our society, I just -- I have a hard time with

25

that, Mr. Chair.

Thank you.
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3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanil1a/ you had a

question?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yeah.

Thank you/ Chair.

First of all/ it was mentioned that you spent

4
5

a lot of time on overtime.

6

you have numbers as far as overtime hours spent?

7

MR. REGAN:

Do you have any -- do

We have an estimated dollar figure right now/

8

year-to-date about 40/000; but that doesn't include

9

camp time.

10
11

So/ a lot of it is diverted towards comp

time for future use.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

What I'm looking at is the

12

number of hours that/ you know/ actually paid out

13

for overtime, comp time, so that gives me an idea as

14

far as how much -- or how many manpower is required

15

to cover those costs.

16

The other thing is that if you do have

17

training, you know/ how many training hours do you

18

have during the year as well as your -- I guess sick

19

leave?

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

You know, what is the average sick leave?
Why don't we forward that to the department

21

and then they can accurately respond to those

22

questions/ Mr. Pontanilla?

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

Fine.

Thank you.

And I

24

guess it gives me an idea as far as/ you know/ your

25

requirements.

All I see here is 14 that is being
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requested; and I'm sure, you know,

2

I've mentioned plays a big part in it.

3

have that information.

4
5
6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

the things that
So, if I can

Did everyone have their opportunity to ask

a question regarding -- Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Vila,

7

on -- I guess earlier today Mr. Pontan -- Member

8

Pontanilla had asked -- I think Director Regan was

9

here -- if there's an increase in the amount of

10

cars.

11

Joe.

12

amount of vehicles being registered in Maui County?

13

And is that the significant contributor towards the,

14

I guess, longer lines and -- or is it maybe from

15

people who just want to get driver's license as it

16

relates to the positions that you're requesting?

17

MR. VILA:

And my -- please correct me if I'm wrong,
Has there been a significant increase in the

Well, the motor vehicle -- if I may, Mr. Chair,

18

the motor vehicle registration, I -- total

19

registered, I believe, is ahead of last year's pace,

20

No.1.

21

this point is that, as you recall, I think back in

22

1997 or so we phased over from a four-year license

23

to a six-year license.

24

renewal cycle again.

25

license renewals that are corning in t okaYt also,

However, I believe the major contributor at

Wellt now, we are into that
So, we have a lot of driver
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1

into the various offices that I have and that's

2

being experienced on State-wide at this point.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

One more question, Chairman.

4

Regarding the positions -- the greeter position,

5

now, this position will be, I presume, for the

6

service center.

7

guess, Service Representative II for Makawao and

8

Lahaina.

9

the difference, I guess, in job description for the

10
11

And I notice it's the same, I

You are also requesting one.

Now, what is

greeter versus the positions in Makawao and Lahaina?
MR. VILA:

Okay.

If I could make a clarification, it's

12

not a greeter.

13

that is stationed in the lobby to assist the

14

customer with the documentation to make sure that

15

before they stand in line, that they get -- have all

16

of the proper documents from safety check to IDs to

17

marriage -- to the affidavits that they need, okay?

18

It's a DMVL Service Representative

And that will be -- that actually assists

19

the -- the counters, once they get to the counter,

20

on being expedient and completing the transaction

21

much faster and that if they have to -- if their

22

documentation is not complete, they don't wait in

23

line.

24

and get the correct information.

25

And they go back -- get sent out and wait --

And, also, in the larger scheme of things,
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1

once we get into on-line motor vehicle registration,

2

what we're hoping to do is put terminals out in the

3

lobby so that person in the lobby will assist those

4

people who don't know how to register on-line to

5

show them how to register their vehicles on-line and

6

so, hopefully the following year they'll do it.

7

8
9

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Anyone else has a question for

Mr. Vila?

11

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

Just a quick statement.

Mr. Nishiki.
You know what?

You can't put a sign

14

that says this is what is requested, and people

15

cannot read then forget about it.

16

prerequisites of what you got to have to get in

17

there; but to have another warm body, cannot

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

You put your

Mr. Kane, your question?

Mr. Vila, are there any physical

20

constraints with the expansions as far as the

21

facility and making sure that people have a sense of

22

dignity in the space that they're going to be given

23

to work in?

24
25

MR. VILA:

Mr. Chair?

I currently have eight counters,

and a lot of times I only have maybe four or five
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occupied.

And one of the -- the customers often

2

say, why do you have eight counters when they're not

3

there?

4

people?

5

to accommodate eight counters for the DMV.

The perception is, you know, where are the
Are they out sick again?

But it's designed

So, I do have space for them.

6

I will -- I

7

have -- because of the overtime expense that we've

8

had, people take CTO.

9

vacation, out on leave.

I will always have people on
And it's just a continuous

10

cycle that I have, you know.

11

factor that in in requesting those -- for those

12

positions.

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, I've tried to

Also, for your satellite offices,

14

because it's a

15

how -- by getting those additional --

16

MR. VILA:

Yeah.

it's a space in there.

So, I mean

For the satellite offices, I'd like to

17

have this offices be a little bit more

18

self-sufficient.

19

more self-sufficient.

Staffing of three will make them

Makawao office is large enough to staff

20

21

three.

22

problem area would be Lahaina at this point because

23

it's a very, very small hole in the wall.

24

even bring the people -- the customers into the DMV.

25

One is serviced through the window.

Kihei already has three counters there.

524-2090

I can't

One comes in,
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and it's not for a very efficient operation.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So, why don't we -- Mr. Chair,

3

if I may, let's just focus in on Lahaina then

4

because my question is evolved around working

5

conditions, yeah, for your employees.

6

So, if one of your positions is to go to --

7

out to Lahaina and you just described the scenario

8

of Lahaina, then -- then what are we doing about it?

9

Are we looking at another space somewhere else?

Are

10

you looking at existing space and just, you know,

11

forcing them into the door kind of thing?

12

help us understand this.

13

MR. VILA:

I mean,

We've actually looked at some buildings.

One

14

was by the mill couple years back, and I was hoping

15

that the police would move out so we would move into

16

their areas.

17

whether or not we could expand the location that we

18

already have.

19

I've kind of checked with it to see

There are alternatives.

Unfortunately we

20

don't have one -- a site picked yet.

21

more space.

22

to accommodate the customers comfortably in our

23

operation would be somewhere between 1200 to 1500

24

square foot.

25

size of location for that satellite operation.

We do need

I'm estimating that a good office space

And that would be a very comfortable
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

So, to wrap up this question,

2

Mr. Regan, so, for Lahaina,

3

there that talks about changing sites, getting a new

4

place with expanded size so that we can accommodate

5

the expansion request?
And to me,

6

this is just one of the -- you

7

know,

8

like to have answered.

9

MR. REGAN:

is there something in

the many components of this request that I'd

Thank you.

Chair, if I may, we have been in

10

discussions with -- Lito and myself have been having

11

discussions in regards to not only Lahaina but all

12

of our other service center locations, satellite

13

locations; and what we've decided to do was to look

14

towards having trailers, double-wide trailers -- I

15

don't know if you're familiar with the double-wide

16

trailers; but they're relatively cost efficient.

17

They're mobile.

18

can.

19

So, if we have to move them, we

And they're a good alternative, you know,

20

toward -- rather than building a permanent structure

21

in case we wanted to use that location for other

22

other things.

23

locations use double-wide trailers which are pretty

24

nice.

25

I think even some the wastewater

So, that's what we've been looking at.
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not in the proposed budget.

2

the proposed budget because we're trying

3

guess l nail down how much we're looking at in terms

4

of costs.

5

that for all of our satellite offices.

6

try to move towards County facilities l you know l

7

County property.

9

tOI

I

And we've been -- we've been working on

And I vaguely recall,

8

We don't have that in

We want to

I thinkl Councilmember

Tavares mentioned about issuing a bond to build a

10

structure l rightl you know l for these types of

11

things rather than renting properties.

12

what we've been working on

13

plan.

14

budget request for that.

SOl

l

trying to develop that

unfortunately there's nothing in this

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank

YOU I

If not

Division?

18

We appreciate your presence.

19

Mr. Yoshimi and finish Finance.
MR. REGAN:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. REGAN:

Chair.

Thank you.

Any other questions for Financial Services

17

20

And that's

l

Thank you.

thank you very much, Mr. Vila.
We will bring up

Mr. Chair, if I may?

Please.

This one will be fast.

I'd like to bring up

23

the Accounting Division Administrator l Ty Yoshimi.

24

He does have a few expansion requests.

25

position requests

I

He has two

one for an Accountant I, which is
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1

a temporary position, which can be found on 7-9 of

2

the details and 7-10 of the proposed budget, as well

3

as a Pre-Audit Clerk II, which is a permanent

4

position, which is also found on 7-9 and 7-10,

5

respectively.

6

He has also placed a request in for some

7

expansion for overtime, and the purpose of this

8

of the temporary position as well as the overtime is

9

to accommodate the payroll and HR project which is

10

going on currently with the assistance of DPS and

11

the Mayor's Office.

12

in order to properly assist them with the

13

implement -- testing and implementation of that

14

project.

15

And these requests are needed

So, we want to try to make it as successful

16

as possible.

Unfortunately what's going to have to

17

happen is a number of our positions will be diverted

18

to this project during their normal course of, you

19

know, employment.

20

to have to fill those position -- fill at least one

21

of those positions as well as possibly pay for some

22

additional overtime expense associated with pulling

23

them off the job.

So, that means that we're going

24

So, essentially that's -- that's pretty much

25

it in a nutshell for the expansion request from the
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Accounting Division.

2

questions for YOU

3

4
5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

SOt

Ty's here if there's any

Chair.

t

Thank you.

Mr. Yoshimi t any comments for

the members at this time?
MR. YOSHIMI:

Well t just to reiterate what Keith had said,

6

basically it's for this implementation of the

7

payrollt HR and time and attendance system that has

8

been selected.

9

the payroll function is devoting a lot of time on

And currently my person in charge of

10

the project and taking away from her normal work

11

flow.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

13

division?

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Questions for the

Ms. Tavares?
I think this is it.

The -- the

15

new payroll system that you folks are talking about t

16

this comes under YOU

t

right?

17

MR. YOSHIMI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

personnel.

20

isn't that going to reduce the number of actual

21

personnel you need to run that system?

22
23

MR. YOSHIMI:

Wellt it's payroll and personnel.

When

Personnel -- oh

t

payroll and

when that system is implemented t

Not necessarily because we still going to

have to process out and do the pre-audit function

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

MR. YOSHIMI:

Uh-huh.

-- as the department's putting their time
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and attendance.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So -- okay.

So, we can look at

3

this as more of a time -- time-saving device for the

4

departments themselves rather than for the Finance

5

Department?

6

MR. YOSHIMI:

Correct.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Another question was:

Did

8

the Government Accounting Standards Board change the

9

way that interfund transfers are supposed to be

10

reported?

11

MR. YOSHIMI:

No.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So that that -- the way that it's

13

being reported now with that negative number, that's

14

just -- that's something that was internally done to

15

try to help explain the double counting of those

16

transfers?

17

MR. YOSHIMI:

Yes.

Basically if you look in our CAFR, the

18

Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, we've always

19

offset it -- the interfund transfers as a negative

20

to the General Fund to show the net effect in the

21

General Fund.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MR. YOSHIMI:

24
25

Uh-huh.

So, basically we've been presenting it as

such in our CAFR.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But not in our budget document?
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MR. YOSHIMI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. YOSHIDA:

4

Right.
Okay.

And we just kind of made it more succinct

with how we're presenting it.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

VICE-CHAIR NISHIKI:

10
11

Thank you.

Mr. Pontani1la?
No.

Mr. Nishiki.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Molina?

Mr. Kane.

Mr. Mateo?

Ms. Johnson?

Mr. Carroll?

Okay.

12

Okay.

Any other comments, members -- just

13

one then, Division Chief.

14

when you say temporary, can this Committee view that

15

as an LTA position?

16

MR. YOSHIMI:

17

MR. REGAN:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

SR 18 Accountant I --

I beg your pardon.
Limited term.
Limited term since -- you're informing us

19

you need a temporary position for the HR payroll,

20

Accountant I.

21

instead of a permanent request?

22
23
24
25

MR. YOSHIMI:

Can we take that as an LTA position

Correct.

It's going to be for basically

this implementation period.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Then we'll mark it as -- at this

time as an LTA request.
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Okay.

2

Mr. Yoshimi?

3

Members, any other questions for
Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, I don't know if I missed

4

this earlier but -- I don't know who can answer it.

5

Are the State revolving loans considered part of our

6

debt level along with the GO bonds?

7

MR. YOSHIMI:

Yes, it is.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

It is?

Oh, okay.

So, you -- I would ask that you look at it

10

combined so, you know, the borrowing for this year

11

is not 18 million.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

It's 38, 39 million borrowing.
Okay.

Okay.

Members, are there any other

14

requests either for the department or divisions to

15

respond in the very near future?

16

forward to the Chair and the Committee staff.

17
18

please put them

Mr. Director, any closing comments for today?
MR. REGAN:

No, I just thank you for your timei and we

19

look forward to answering any questions that you and

20

the members may have.

21
22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Yoshimi, any other

comments?

23

MR. YOSHIMI:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

No.
Okay.

Members -- thank you very much,

Finance Department.
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We did run a little longer; and so, what I

1

2

would ask Mr. Nishiki to consider is at 3:30 when he

3

does reconvene his Committee meeting, that he would

4

consider a very short extension of a recess so that

5

we can all kind of get our -- redirect our brains to

6

Planning and Land Use.

7

morning, members, at 9:00 a.m.

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we'll see you tomorrow
This meeting

Redirect our files.

-- is adjourned.

(Gavel.)

10
11

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.

12
13

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

14
15
16

ADJOURN:

3:23 p.m.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1
2

C E R T I F I CAT E
STATE OF HAWAII

3
4

SS.
CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Sharon L. Ross, Certified Shorthand

7

Reporter for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify

8

that the proceedings were taken down by me in

9

machine shorthand and was thereafter reduced to

10

typewritten form under my supervision; that the

11

foregoing represents to the best of my ability, a

12

true and correct transcript of the proceedings had

13

in the foregoing matter.

14

I further certify that I am not attorney for

15

any of the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned

16

with the cause.

17
18

DATED this 12th day of April, 2002, in
Honolulu, Hawaii.

19
20
21
Sharon L. Ross, CSR NO. 432
Notary Public, State of Hawaii
My Commission Expires:
4/8/05

22
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